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AllS1TACT

Plant Demographic Studies of a Desert Annuals
Community in Northern Utah Dominated
by Nonna tive Weedy Species
by
Dav id R. Duba, Master of Scienc e
Utah State University, 1976
Maj or Professor: Dr. Brien E. Norton
Department: Range Science

Field and laboratory investigations were conducted relating to
factors controlling d].stribution and abundance of annual species
grm.J"ing in a dis t urbed portion of the salt desert shrub zone on finetextured soils .

Dominant species on the site in the two study years

were the nonnative , halophytic, late-summer maturing , Haloge t on glom-

!"ratus (Bieb. ) C. A. Mey ., and Bassia hyssopifolia (Pall.) Kuntze .
ContraSting amounts of precipitation were received in t he t wo years ;

in 1974 , spring conditions were so d ry that t wo early-maturing, sub dominant annuals , Descurainia pinnata (Walt. ) Britton, and Lepidium
perfo l iaturn L . were essent ially absent .

They successfully reproduced

under more favorable 1975 conditions.
Studies on species distribution cent ered around factors r espon sible
for occurrence of large (20-30m across ), adjacent , essentially pure
stands of Bassia and Halogeton.

It was determined that few seeds dis-

persed more than a couple of meters from par ent plants; and tha t seedling
establishment success of the species was significantly different i.n the t i<O
vegetation types, commensurate 1;.;ith soil surface physical and ch emical

xiv

differences.

The les s drought tolerant Bassia

which ha d higher
Oy

th~

Bi..1Cc.ult..'..n t

\<a ter

was confined t o soils

potential in summer than t he areas occupied

Halo6ci:on .

llas sia r esponded with more rapid growth

,;vhen water availability increased, and suppressed Halogeton in both

growth chamber competition stud ies.

The ad jacent pure communities

are believed to be maintained by Bassia's inability t o establish on
soils dominated by Halogeton, and Bassia ' s competitive superiori t y
when both species become es t ablished toge ther.
Studies on plant abundance involved making quantitative estimates
of

nu~bers

of seeds or plants per unit area in differ ent lif e cycle

phases during the study period .

The objective of these s tudies was to

determine the manner in which each year's seed produc tion was utilized,
in t erms of dormancy of seeds in

production.

It

~<as

soil ~

germination, mortality , or re-

determined that residence time of seeds in soil was

short, since seeds germinated freely after overwintering.

Consequently

the vegetation composition was close l y related to the previous year ' s
s eed productio n.

Tremendous mortali ty occurs during the seedling

establishment phase, as only eight percent of seeds sown into marked
quadrats survived until mid Hay .
density-d e pendent.

Hortality during summer was highly

Plant plasticity served a homeostatic function on

one site \-lhich suffered a seed crop failure in 1974.

The few plant s

established there in 1975 became very large so tha t t ot al seed
production was not greatly different f r om a reas which ha d a substantial amount of seed production in 1974.

(204 pages )

INTRODUCTION
An inadvertent but inevitable result of Europea n man's

s e ttlement of the weste rn United States ;1as the introduction of
several species of weedy, highly competitive., nonn ative annual

plants .

The settler ' s livestock abused the native vegetation

on vast areas of thes e semiarid rangeland s by overgrazing.
In tensi ty of graziag was so high in many areas that the fragile
shrub-steppe plant associ ations were unable to regenerate, often
allmving the opport unistic weedy annuals to become dominant on

th es e sites.
Genotypes of thes e annuals arc such that they are highly
adapted to colonization and persistence on disturbed ground ,
the reby preventing regenera tion of native perennial plants .

Their year to year population instability and relatively lm<
usable production make them unattractive as soil stabilizers

or sources of livestock forage .

The possible exception to this

c ategorization is cheatgrass (B r~m us tectorum L.), a l atesuccessional exotic annual which provides s ome useful livestock

forage in the spring season on degraded Great Basin rangelands .
Th e increasing demands foJ; utilization of rangeland resources
favor conversion of these undesirable weed communities into more

us eful perennial bunchgrass stands through herbicide and me chanical
techniques followed by seeding (Evans, Young and Eckert , 1969) .
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Additionally, the increasing tendency of man to modify and
manipula te the wildland environment often ·results in d"i.sruption
o f na tur a l plant co mmuniti es and accompa ny i n g unforeHee n

populat i on increases by these plastic and persistent lvee d species .
This inves tigation

\Vas

undertaken in hopes of discovering some

of the major factors controlling plan t species dis tributio n and
abundance in a community composed mainly of nonnative annual
plants in a disturbed a r ea of the sagebrush steppe zone in northern
Utah .

These studies on population ecology and growth r equirements

provide fundamental information for range improvement practice s

since improvements r ely on understanding the ecology of the
species being manipulated.

Additionally, results of this

investigation can contribute to an underst anding of the basic
mech anisms regulating population dynami cs and successional trends
in these annuals communities.

Desert environment s present severe constraints to plant life.
Successful s pecies must be able to maintain their populations
in spite of little total moisture, irregular occurrence of
precipitation events, high temperatures, and wide diurnal
temperature fluctuations.

Many desert ann ual species avoid these

extreme physical conditions through germination regulation
rr.echani s ms or by rapidly completing their life cycles , confining

growt h to more favorable e nvironmental periods.

Other desert

annuals are better able to cope with stressful environmental periods ,
maintaining their populations despite substantial morta l ity.
The success of each species depends m.'linly on the amount of seed

3

it is abl e to produce eac h y ear, since it is the s ole means of

dispersal and regeneration .
As a group, annualo are un iq nely suited to plan t d emographic
studies s ince ea ch year they must develop from seed ; whe r eas

perennial plants simply r esume grm:vth, as much of the ir supportive
st ructu re is sti ll present from the pr e vious year .

Beca use they

do not maintain a fairly permanent biomass structur e , continui ty
o f annuals commun ities is not as great from one year to the next.
There are more opportunities for natura l selection to act on the

genet ic variability present in individua l seeds of the s pecies
present, since each year r e quirements for germination and see dling
establishment must b e met b efore seed product ion can occur .

Consequently , there can o fte n b e greater and more rap id chan ges
in vege ta tjo n composi tio:1 through time in communities of annua l

plants.
The st udies for this thesis «ere conducted i n 1974 and 1975
on a community composed almos t entirely of annual plan ts .
dominan t species in thi s community \vere

n onnative species :

t\VO

The

late summer flowering

Ha l ogeton g lo merat u s ( Bieb .) C. A. Mey . and

_Bassia hy,;sopifolia (P all.) Kuntze ., both in the family Chenopodiaceae.
Two subdominan t, late spring flowering members of the Cruciferae ,

Tansy Mu s tard (De scurainia pinnata (Halt. ) Britton), the only
indi genous s p ecies, and Yellowflower Pe pperweed (Lepidium
p er foliatum L .) were pre sent in 1975 .

Investigations of their

ecology prlmarily attempted to answer t<JO sorts of ques tions :
what v1c.re the majo r fa c tor s influencing dis tribution s of the two

4

species from point to point on the study site , and ,;vhat were the

major factors influencing their abundan ce from one year to another.

The hop e '""s that by st udying the population behavior of these
species some insights into the ecology of desert annual plants
in general might be r ealized .
Initial interest in the topic of species distribu tion was
fostered b y observation of large ( 20-30 m across), adjacent,
essentially pure stands of Bassia and Halogeton on the study site
over areas that superficially appeared quite similar.
of seed dispersal across the ecotone

bet~veen

The amount

the dissimilar stands

was inves tiga ted as a possible explanation fo r their occurrence .
Other investigations generally compared the response of Bassia

and Halo geton to similar sets of conditions in ord er to di scover

differences in their ecological tolerances which migh t provide
some explanation for their field d ist ribut ion .

Thes e investigations

dealt with seed germinability, seedling establis hme nt success in
the ttvo vegetation types, drought tol erance , and competitive
interactions between the plants when grotm together.
The second set of studies ,;vere quantita tive in that estimates

were made of densities of seeds or plants present in different
life cycle stages during th e course of the study.

Through these

estimates I hoped to understand why changes in abundance of the
various species occurred within a grmving seaso n as well as
from one year to the next.
produced

Since numbers of seeds per unit area

each year, or available in the soil for germination,

are important determinants of vegetation composition, these
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parameters Here estimated in both years of the st udy.

The amount

of mor t al ity occ urring dur -Ln g t he S'2.e dl i n.9; es t rth lish ment
phn. s e and t hroughout th e g r m.:rin g se as on Has es timate d , as

differentia l morta lity at some life cycle stage can account for
difference s in species abundance.

These and several other q uanti-

tative estimates enabled construction of several r easonable

conjectures explaining observed changes in density , dominance a11d
the successional trend on the study site .

Th e Study Area
All fiel d studies were conducted on the south Curlew Valley
Validation Site of the U. S. International Biological Program,
Desert Biome.

The Site is located in Box Elder County, northern

Utah, approximately 25 kilometers southwest of Snmvville, i n

sections 5-8 of township 13 North , Range 9 liest at 1,320 m
elevation (Balph , 1973).

In the summer of 1973 the Site an d some

surrounding terrain , several square kilometers in all , tvas fence d

to prevent livestock from dist urbing any of the ongoing studies .
Climate in the area is semiarid , with a mean annual

precipitation of 25 em, which is h ighly variable from year t o year .
The tHO years during lvhic h t his study was conduc t ed, 1974 and
1975 , had distinctly different amounts of pr ecipi t ation .

In

19 74 , prec i pitatio n through September was 14.40 em and i n 1975
it Has 21.82 em; the year- long totals were 21.36 and 25 . 50 em,
respectively .

Each year soil moisture i s recharged by winter
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snm;fall and de pleted during the dry summer; as much as 60
percent of the precipi.tation corues in the form of snow (Cook

and Stoddart, 1963).
Air temperatures similarly display great variability from
day to day as ,;ell as diuro.ally.

The annual range is from more

than 40°C i n summer to less than -20°C in winter, with a

15-20°C difference b et,;een day and night temperature quite common.
Detailed precipitation and temperature data are available (Gasto,
1969; Balph, 1973).
Soils in the VaLley were formed du r ing the Pleis to cene
epoch under the influe nce of Lake Bonneville, and are of lacustrine

and eolian sediments.

Soils on the site have a fairly uniform

silt loam texture, minimal pro file development, and below about
40 cm,high exchan geabl e sodium percent and high electrical
conductivity (Balph, 1973, p. 282-285 ) .

I have classified the

soil as a fine silty , mixed , mesic, Xerollic Calciorthid.
In most areas of th e Site the soil surface exhibits two
features which are of importance in the establishment of annual

plants.

The high si lt and clay fractions cause the soil to shrink

and st..rell , dependent on its water content..

This phenomenon has

resulted in t h e deve lopment of polygonally-shaped surface peds,
roughly 10-20 em across, which are separated by na rrow cracks from
2-5 em in dept h.

The other featu r e ha s been referred to as a

vesicular layer (Blackburn and Skau, 1974; Hugie and Passey, 1964);
the peds fre quently display a moderate platy structure interlayed
with thousands of tiny, gas-containing v esicles which leaven the

soil, giving it a structural appearance similar to a pie ce of bread.
These vesicles increase the porosity of the so il surfac e , making
it effec t ively drier, due to the gas-containing spaces ; and softer ,

due to the compressibility of the l ayer.

Th e relations hips of

these soil properties to annual plant establi shment Hill be discussed
later.
Vegetati on on the Validation Site was mainly of three different
types :

a crested wheatgrass seeding , native vegetation dominated

by sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata Nutt.), shadscale (A trip l ex
confertifolia (Torr. and Frem .) S. Hats) and squirreltail (S itanion
hystrix (Nutt.) J. G. Smith), and a disturbed area now dominated
by weedy, nonnative annual plants .

All field studie s for this

thesis we r e conduc ted in the annuals area.

1974 and 1975 were Bas sia

hyss~ifolia

The domina n t species in

and Halogeton glomeratus .

In 1975 significant amounts of Descurainia pinnata, the only native

present, and Lepidium perfoliatum were evident .

Russian thistle

(S alsola kali L.) was found in low numbers in both years .
Scattered clumps of squirre ltail and a few patches of
sagebrush we re almost the only perennials present in th is 50 to 70

h ectare area.

There are numerous remnants of dead sagebrush plants,

many with branches still erect , indicating that in th e past the
area '"as probably a fairly typical sagebru sh-dominated community.
Some unknown fac tor cause d the death of these plant s; whet her
a severe outbreak of the sagebr ush defoliating moth, Aroga
\o~ebsteri

Clarke an extreme drought, a fire or some other cause,

the preci se history remains u nknown.
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The Experimental Sites
In

~lay

of 1 974 fotir areas in t he Validat i o n Si t e we re

sele ct e d for inv estigation , ea c h area approximately 25 me ters

square .

All four sites are lo cated on the southwest part of

the fenced plot and are contained within a n area approximately
one-h~lf

kilometer long by one-fourth kilometer wide.

The first site (subsequently referred to as hill site), on
which the majority of the investigations was done , exhibits a n
abrupt boundary between n ear ly pure stands of Bassia and
Halogeton as s hown in Fig ure 1.

The ecotone occurs over a

distance of less than 2.5 m and corresponds with a gentle and
scarcely perceptible undulation in the topography.

The Halogeton

is found on the high er ground , and Bassia is in the depression
smfie 20 t o 70 em l m-1er .

wildrye

(~mus

A few vigorous clumps of Great Basin

cinereus Scribn . and Merr.) are found in th e Bassia

vegetation along with Tansy Nustard and a sparse popul ation of
Russian thistle.
The second s ite , located near one of the fenced boundaries

(and subsequen tly r eferred to as fence site) is similar in most
respects to the hill site , excep t that the separation of Bassia
an d Ha l oge ton communities is not asso ciated with topo graphic
relief.

The third site (subsequently referred to as sage site)
was chosen to include an isolated group of sagebrush plants which
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Figure 1 .

View of the ecotone on the hill s ite in July, 1974.
The photogra ph shows the abrupt boundary between
near l y pure stands of Haloge ton (foreground) and
Bassia (background). Old Descurainia stems ( ye l low)
are als o evident in the Bassia vege t ation .
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o c curre d in this annuals area.
site is a

s om et~l:at

The eastern one-third of the

ope n st an d of ma t ur e sa ge plants, about 30 i n

a ll , whi.l e the we s t e rn hal f is a l most e x c l us ivel y Ha lo geton.

Lep ld l um occurs scattered betwe en the sage clumps and extend s
into the open ground away from the sage .

This was almost the

only place where Lepidium occurred as the dominant annual species .
The fourth site ( subseq uently referred to as bare site) had
the highe st density of Sitanion, but seemed to have a lmver annual

plant density when first observed in the spring of 1974.

Bassia

a nd Halogeton were both present here in fairly equal numbers
bu t d:id not exhibit the negative association so evident on the
first two si t es .

These four sites served different roles in f ulfilling the
study objectives .

The sage and bare sites were not par tic ul arly

u se ful in investigating "t he caus e s responsible for adjacent pure

stand s of Bassia and Halogeton , because they did not display
th e phe nomenon .

Rather, the hill and fence sites were the major

s ources of information on this topic .

All four sites contributed

to the quantitative seed budget portion of the study .
Study Obj ectives
The objectives of the study were twof old:
1.

To investigate possible factors responsib le for occurrence

of adjacent , essen tially pure stands of Bassia a nd Halogeton in
the field .

Th e assumption here i s th a t since th e pure stands were

so proximitous , they should h ave been invaded by the absent species .
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This problem was studied in relation to seed ger minability and
dispersal, see dling establishment , soils differe n ces, plant
drought tolerance, and c.ompetltlve inte ractions b el.:to.'een th e s p ec ies.

2.

To gain insi ghts on the r e l ative importance of dormancy ,

mortality , or r e product ion in controlling the dynami cs of these
a nnua l s communities.

By estimat ing densities of seeds or plants

present in different stages of the life cycle , th e critical
periods controlling plant numbers can be investigated,

Since the

community is generated anew each year from seed , its trend hinges
on th e manner in tvh ich each year ' s seed product ion is di ssipat ed.
~fu ether

the seed r emains dormant in the soil , germinates and

dies , or successful l y r e produces-and the amount of seed produced--

these are the critical factors determining Vegetat ion composition .
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RE '/J EW OF l.ITSRATURE

Th is r e viet.v of literature is divided into thr ee major sections.

The first sectio n considers the species studied her e , and other
alien annuals , in a wide historical, management context.

The

genera l attribut es of weeds, some of the circumstances surrounding

their wid e spread invasion of western rangelands , factors affecting
succes sion in these annual

communi t~ es ,

and the kind s of problems

Halogeton creates for stockmen are discussed.
The remaining two sections consider studies more specifically
r elat e d to the experiments done in this investigation.

The second

section, Life Cycle Phases, r ela t es pertinent studies "hich point
up some of the important factors d etermining whether or not a plant
will die , survive or grow at a given s t age in its life history.
The final section , Community Studies, is a detailed examination
of several papers on annual plant communities .

The salient

features of each paper are s ummarized to provide an idea of various

biotic and abiotic factors "hich influ ence distribution a nd
abundance of

annu~l

plants.

Ecological Role of Annual Heeds
Evolution of weeds
Hee ds have unique ecological characteristics which enable them
to aggressively occupy ha bitats where the natural v egetation has
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been distu rbed or des troyed .

Genetically bas ed adapt a tions for

weedin ess can be found in all phases of th e life h isto r y ; their
ove r all effect resulting in sp ecies with "general purpose 11

genotypes .

Baker (1 965) has done comparative studies between closely

related t axa , one memb er being weedy and the other non-weedy .

From

th ese he gen eralized cha racteri stics of th e ideal weed (Baker, 1974),
some of which are :

germination requirements met in various

environments, a short period of vegetative growth before flowering ,

a lengthy pe riod of seed production, facult a tive self pollination
or a pomixis , h igh seed output under favorable conditions but plastic
enough to produce some s e ed unde r a wide range of conditions, and

having adaptations for short and long distance disp ersal .
Breeding sys tems of most annual ,;veeds involve autogamy or
apomixis, enabling a single individual

to colonize an area and to

produce genet i c ally uniform pro geny , each one as adapt e d as the
initial immigrant so that there is no ,;vastage to r ecombina tion.

Such breedin g systems are ideal for rapid occupation of uniform
habi tats and for colonization after long distance dispersal (Baker ,
1955).
Alien annua l s in the Great Basin
Before 1900 overgra zing was widespread on western rangeland s ,
c r ea ting vast are as in

~vhich

native v egetation had b een seriously

de pl e ted or erad icated ( Ell ison, 1960).

Along with the settlers came

weed s e eds, adhering to the fur of their animals or mixed in with
crop seeds .

Several introduced a nnual sp ec ies were
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superbly pr e ndapted to the ne« ly overgraz ed l a nds and rapidly proli ...·;:,_~.rat t:::d , prevent i ng regen e ra tion o f t l1e n at i ve vegetat i on .

Young , Evans, and Haj or (1972) review the circumstances
surround i ng this tremen dous invasion by low value, unstable alien
annual species and eA"Plain its occurrence based on contrasting

evolutiona ry histories of the invading and native species .

The

a liens are beli eved to have originated generally in the steppe area
of centra l Asia, which i s similarly dominated by Artemisia
species.

TI1 e important

difference in the history of the two regions

is that in Asia nonadic herding of livestock had been practiced for
thousan d s of years , v1hile in th e Great Basin there were few large

he rbivores .

Selective press ures had generated the " gene r al purpose"

genotypes in these aliens, enabling them to thrive in the disturbed
graz ing and he rding areas .

Correspondingly, in th e Great Basin

there was l i ttle development of coloni zing ab i lity, and rece nt
overgra z ing served to prepare an optimal habitat for the invaders .

Th ese species now occupy millions of acres of western rangelands, an d are not nearly as valuable, in terms of forage production,
as the native perennial veee tation they have displaced .

Millions

of doll a rs have been sp e nt on range improvements and research to
convert these lands to valuable, perennial bunchgrasses (Evans ,
Young, and Ecke rt, 1969; Young and Evans, 1972, 1975; Evans and
Young, 1975; Kay and Ot<en, 1970; Eckert et al., 1974) .

Recently,

an even more aggressive a nd less valuable alien grass, Hedusahead
(Taenia ther um asperum (Sim.) Nevski), has be en spreading in the
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Great Bas in (Dahl and Ti s dale , 1975; Young and Evans , 1970),
indicat ing that the weed problem is not n ear l y so l ve d, and
a l t houg h t hese s pecies are no t native , they nr e definite l y a

pe rman en t pa rt of th e Ame rican flora .
Succession in Great Basin annua l
communities
Stud ies done in t h e south-central , s ag ebr ush- g r a s s zone of

Idaho--utili zing th e s ame areas--have b ee n published
on secondary succession following abandonment of crop land
(Pieme tsel , 1938 , 1945, 1951 ; Hironaka an d Tis dale, 196 3).

The

first ye ar afte r abandonment (1938 ) Russian th is tl e b egan co lon i za ti on , followed b y increas ing dominance by sev eral musta rd speci es

(Descurainia sop hia (1.) \Vebb and Sisymbrium a ltiss imum L. ) during
the second and third years .

Ch eatgrass b egan dis pl acing the mustards

during the four t h year , and after the fifth year, maintained
dominanc e on the site until

the mid-fifties , by whi c h time s qu irrel-

t ai l (Sj tanion hys trix (Nut t. ) J. G. Smi t h) a nd othe r na t ive g rasses
ha d become dominant .

Th e causal factors behind the early s uccessional stages can
b e found in the ecolo gi cal ha bit s of the spec i es :

ab i l i ty to

establi s h on distur b ed si te s , tolerance of drought and earliness
of maximum growth be ing the most important.

Russian thistle

can estab l ish unde r th e extreme microenvironmental conditions presen t

at th e soil su rface after cropping, while cheatg rass r equires
development of microreli ef and litt e r de positio n (Evans and Young,
1970) .

Cheatgrass is mos t drough t tolerant , germina tes in the fa ll,
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compl e t es its life cycle in June, usurping soil moisture from the
other spe cies , which fruit in July and August .
i';

i_r:icial.Ly unal> l e t:o colonize th e d:i...slurb ed

Althou gh cheatgrass
si t ~::; ,

i ts un ique

grow th ha bit s have enabled it to outcompete most: othe r sp e cie s
Hhereve r

disturbance occurs (Klemmedson and Smith, 1964) . Figu re

, after Piemeise l' s 1951 p a per, graphically demonstrat es period
of grm<th in relation to soil water content, which favors the earlymaturing cheatgrass .

In other weed corrnnunities in th e Great Basin rates of succession
and species involved may be different but t h e controlling factors,
as discovered b y Piemeise l, are probably the same .

Bas ed on the.ir

ecological characteristics Halogeton and Bassia are l ikely to
b e found in the colonizing stage of secondary succession, but th ay
are distinctive from other alien annuals i n that they are

halophytic (Cronin, 1965; Kennedy, 1927) .

The Halogeton problem
Halogeton i s a Hidespread poisonous alien annual that has

cost stockmen mi llions of dollars in loss es since it was first
discovered i n Nevada in 1934 ( Zappetini , 1953) .

Plant materia l s

coata in an average of 16.5 percent total s odium and potass ium
oxalates, '<v h ich cause a lowering o f blood serum c alcium in animals ;
if enough Haloge ton is eaten within a short time p eriod , death

will occur due to asphyxia .

S upplemental feeding of calcium

salts can diminish the risk of death (Cook and Stoddart, 1953).

Several catastrophi c poisoning events h ave occurred in the inte rmountain region in the past , sometimes more than 1000 animals dying
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in a short period (Bohmont , 1951; Stoddart et al., 1951), but research
at1d managemen t techniques have diminished th e likelihood of
!.1·1.:.;[;

po Lson Lngs .

In addition to b etng poisonous , the h igh salt content of

Halogeton litter may t end to foul the soil, preventing reestablishment
of less salt-tolerant species .

Laboratory st udies (Smith and

Rauchfuss , 1958; Kinsin ger and Eckert, 1961) have shown that
leachate from the plant material advers ely affects gro«th of
several range land species, and soil physical and chemical
properties

(Eckert and Kinsinger, 1960).

Its succulent habit,

drought tolerance , production of two kind s of seed, and affinity
for disturb e d areas , are characteristics that insure its

persistence des pite all efforts to eradicate it.

Several dif ferent

publications (Cronin, 1965; Cook, 1965; Fri schknecht, 1968;
Cronin and Hilliams, 1966; Tisdale and Zapp e tini, 195 3) and r eviews
of literature in theses (Jordan, 1973 ; Johns on , 1957; Zappetini,
1952) give a thorough documentation of the Halogeton problem and
attempts to solve it.
Life Cycle Phases
Seed germination
Seeds serve a role of paramount importan ce in the maintenance

of populations of annual plants, as each year the population must
germinate and reestablish itself.

Species in different environ-

ments have developed an endless variety of germination
adaptations enabling them to germinate under conditions that are
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likely to allatJ reproduction.

Koller (1972) has presenterl a

comprehensive review of environmental control of seed germi nation,
.::tdctit i c:nal examples o f stud i es on different aspects of

~L!ed

germination will be pr esented here.
Halogeton produc es black and brown seeds which have different
germination requirements.

Ninety-five percent of bla ck seeds

will germinate after a four week moist- cold (-6°C) treatmen t.
is believed that the

bro~.J"n

It

seeds germinate discontinously over a

several year per iod, while nearly all black seeds should germinate
in spring af ter ovenlintering (Cronin, 1973) .
Hany ,.,reed species are able to germinate at lower osmotic

potent ia ls than crop plants , enabling them to commence growth
under dryer conditions and p,ain a compe titive advantage (Hoveland
and Buchanan, 1973).

Similarly,

Salsol~

very r api dly ; only ll• hour s a fter

kali seeds germinate

receiving thr ee-tenths inch

of ,.,ater, the seedlings emerge from soil (Dwyer and Holde- Yohannis ,
1972) .

Descurainia pinnata , Lepidium pe rfoliatum , and 17 other

species of 233 t ested from Nevada and California, developed a
layer of mucilage around the seed coat on wet ting.
influences moisture relations :

This l a yer

seeds do not requir e soil coverage

and thus can germina te in a wider vari e ty of microsites (Young
and Evans, 1973).
Several s tudie s have shown how variation in germination

behavior by a species can help assure its persistence.

Palmbla d

(1969) did germination studies on seed collected from 174
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populat ions represen ting 105 ge nerally weedy specie s .

Hithin

abo ut one- eighth o f these populations, individual plants exh ibited
t:, er:tn:i.ualion chara ct eristics that were sigu.i.f lcan t.l.y cli.ff t:: r e ut

that o f a bulk sample o f the popula tion.

f ro m

Lindauer and Quinn (1 972)

st udie d ecotypic variation i n germination of Danthonia serice a
populations from different hab i t a t s along the east coast.

Seed s

from wet habitats required light for germination while thos e from
dry h a bitats were inhibited by light.

Optimum temperatures for

germination ,;ere 15-25 °C, day-ni ght alternations , simila r to fie ld
t emperatures during spring germination .

Baskin and Baskin (1975)

found tha t seeds of Torilis japonica , a Eurasian winter annual
growing in disturbed h abitats in the eas tern U.S., are induced

into dormancy by winter tempera t ures .

Some of the summe r-produce d

seed germinates in the f all, but most of it does not germinate
until the follm;ing autumn; the pla nt thus dividing each year ' s
se e d pr oduc t ion into two germination periods, insuring its

pe r s istence , without immigration, in th e event of a seed crop
failure .
Seve ral other studies d e al with germination of annual plants
in a community context (Nott, 1973, 1974; Pemadasa and Love ll,

1975; Yow1g et al. , 1970; YoWlg, Evans and Kay, 1975).

Se edling establishment
After germinat ion the se e dling must estab lish
itse l f .

This phase is generally believed to be critical in th e

life cycle as there are numerous 1<ays in l<h ich mortality may occur.
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The task of the seedling plant is to s end its radicle into the soil
d e eply eno ugh and rapidly enough

to ass ure a reliabl e s upply

of tvate r, wh il e at t he snma time the co t yl e dons mus t r e ac h t he

light and begi n photo s ynthe sizing be for e the seed energy r eserves
are exhaus t e d .

It follows that the microtopographic site of seed

germination is crucial:

if the seed is too exposed, th e radicle

may dry out; if it is buried too deeply, the shoot may b e unable
to penetrate the soil surface.

Harp er (1961, 1968) and his collea gues and students (Harper
and Benton, 1966; Harper, Lovell and Hoore, 1970; Ross and Harper ,
1972; She ldon, 1974) have done pioneering work on the rela tionships
between soil surface microtopography a nd se ed morphology a nd size.
They have developed the concept of "safe" germination sites,
e . g., po s itions wher e a seed's germination and establishm e nt

require ments a re met.

And have hypothesi zed that spe cies ' geographic

distributions may be reg ula ted by soil sur f ace prope rties which
control germination.

Here, only a couple of studies can be reviewed .

Seed of

three Plantago species was sown onto soil that had various discrete

microtopographic characters created by placing objects on or in
the soil or by making shallow holes in the surface.

The species

demonstrate d distinctly different degrees of establishment success
in relation to the surface modifications .

Bromus species also

showed th is response when sown onto soil with differing amounts of
surface roughness (Harper , Williams , and Sagar , 1965).

Sheldon ' s

Hark tvith As t e raceae investiga tes influences of shape , size and
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position of surface lying seeds on germination and seed ling
cstab lishment.

Seeds "tv er e pla ced in sp e cific positions rela tive

to th e \Va t e r- s upplyi ng sub s trates and gemrination '"as obs e rv e d.
Di fferent amoun ts of soil compaction, clay content, and \Vater

treatments resulted in variable rates and amounts of germina tion,

establishment and mortality.
Evans and Young (1970, 1972a, b) and their coworkers (Evans
et al., 1970) used an applied, field oriented approach to the
seedbed ecology of alien annuals in the arid west.

These studies

have emphasized measuremen t of physical parame ters (air and soil
temperature , relative humidity, light intensity, soil moisture

potential) of the seedbed and their rela t ionship to weed control
and revegetation.

Thickness of litter cover, amount of surface

roughness , and depth are important factors influencing diurnal
and seasonal patterns of the physical microenvironment; they,

in turn , control vegetation dynamics.

Recently Evans, Kay and Young (1975) utilized extensive microenvironmental monitoring, seeding of several perennial grass and

legume species, and herbicide spraying in the California annual
range type .

They were able to conclude that available soil moisture

permitted germination, seedling emergence and growth, lJhile

temperature controlled the general growth rate .

Interc eption of

light by the canopy of annual plants is the major factor of
competition which prevented establishment of perennial grasses
(!'halari s spp.).

This shading was virtually restricted to 1- 2 em

above the surface but i t occurred during critical periods of
emergence and growth of the seeded species.
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Related studies dealing with seedling establishment have been
co nduc t e d by \Iern e r (1975c), Friedman and Orshan (1975), Dm>lin g ,
Clemen ts and !1cHilliams (1971), a nd Raynal and Ba z zaz (197 3).

Plant competition

Throughout the vegetative and reproductive phases of the
life cycle, plants generally must compete for limited growth resource&.
Harper (1961, p.l) broadly terms this interference to be "the short
and long term hardships that result to organisms from the direct
proximity of neighbors."

Competition can occur for any resource

which can become limit ed in supply; such as soil water (Hironaka,
1961; Klikoff, 1966; Dahl and Tisdale, 1975; Sharitz and McCormick,
1973), nutrients (Kay and Evans, 1965; Snaydon, 1971; Pemadasa
~nd

Lovell, 1974h, Guerrero and Williams, 1975; Hull and Muller,

1976), and light (McCown and l<illiams, 1968; Herner , 1975b; Grime,
1966).

Time of growth initiation (Raynal and Bazzaz, 1975a; Holt,

1972; Ross and Harper, 1972) affects competitive relationships.
The voluminous literature on competition in herbaceous grassland
plants and in a wider plant demography context has been thoJ;oughly

reviewed by Risser (1969)

and Harper and Hhite (1974), respectively.

Risser's review states that the direct consequences of density

stress on plant populations are normally " (A) Individuals shm;
a plastic response as they adjust to share limiting resources.

(B) There is an increase in mortality.

(C) Differences become

exaggerated within the population, and a hierarchy of exploitation
is encouraged " (p .255).
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Del·Tit (1960) did competition studies on crop plants and introduced a de licate experime nt al design (rep l aceme nt serie s ) us eful
i. n sLt;dic.; of in t e r .specif i c curnpe tit-t on ; the total d ensity of plants
i..n a mixL!d stand is ma intained c onstant , while the proportions of

the t"o spec ies are varied .

This des i gn has bee n used by several

author s (H arper, 1964, 1968; Marshall and Jain, 1969) .

Seed production
Sin ce a nnual pl ants can only est a bli s h themselves from
seed , the amo unt of see d produced by a plant is a prominent
factor i n de termining plant density the follm•ing yea r .

Harper

(1 966) an d Harper and Whit e (1974) i ndicate that the amount of
seed produ ced per plant is grea tly dependent on the grm•ing conditions
and the plas tic ity of t he i ndivi dual involved; a Papaver rhoeas
plant may prod uce as few as four seeds when st r essed , but unde r

favo rable condition s may produce upwa r ds of 3xl0 5 seeds .
(19 ~2)

Sa li sbury

has s urveyed many Brit ish s pecies an d found that gr eates t

seed pro duction (usual l y more than 2xl0

4

see ds per plant ) was

achieve d gene r ally by annual s pecies of s hort-term habitats
(\-700d c l ear ings, expo sed mud , etc .).

Wil cott (1973) deve lop ed a comput e r simu lation mode l for
desert annual s that , among other things, would predict seed
produ c tion per square meter from vario us densities , base d on
s ur vival , see d produc ti on p e r plant, and r ainfall parame t e r s .

He al so states that the lite r ature o n dese rt a nnual s is deficient

regardin g es timates of see d production per plant.

Brown (1943)
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made estima tes of pound s of seed produce d per acre for p e r e nnia l
grass and annual weed species i n the Kansas s hort- grass type.
Se ed pr0ductimt for dif f cret1t
pounds

s p e~ies

rat1ged from none to 3J3

(151 kg) over a three year period.

Bi s\<ell and Graham (1 956 )

made densi ty counts at the seedling and mature stages in the
Califon1ia annual type and estima ted s eed production ranged from

400-1,600 pounds per acre (448-1793 kg/ha).
Twe nty-five species of annuals in the Hojave Des e rt hav e
a variable portion of their mature dry weight biomas s as fruit,

ranging from about 9 to 50 pe r cen t (Turner, 1973, p. 86) .

Hi ckman

(1975) h as found that Polygonum cascadense, an annual of nonforested openings in th e Casca de Mountains , has a variab l e
r e product ive allocation base d on a plastic r es ponse to environmental
unpredictab i lity.

He studied populations along a gradient of

increasing physical st ress (b ased on several indic ators ) and found
tha t the portion of total dry b iomass al lo cated to r e production
increased as environnmental harshness increase d.

The mean

reproductive allocation (bud, flower , seed) was about 58 percent
in the harshest environment .

Seed production pe r p lant was highe s t

in the most favorable environment ( 229 seeds p er plant), but on a
square mete r basis i t \vas highest in the second most stressful

5 2
habitat (1.7x 10 ;m ).

Seed d ispersal
The d ispersal of reproductive propa gules is essential for
coloniz a tion of new habitats by a species .

Heedy ann uals, in
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particular, must have efficient dispersal mechanisms as their

hab itats a re oft e n sho rt -lived.

Adaptations for disp e r s al a nd

the variouR agents of di s p e r s a l

ar e tr e ated in a rece nt work by

van de r Pijl (1972).

Burrows (1975a, b) has used a mathematical-

aerodynamical approach to predict distances and patterns of
movement for spores, pollen and dust seeds and for larger seeds

having corrrrnon aerodynamic properties .

His studies indicate that

flight paths can be calculated precisely, if the pattern of wind
movement is knmm in sufficiently fine detail.

{A

number of studies indicate that most seeds move only

L

short distances from the parent plan
Salisbury, 196!;).

(Pemadasa and Lovell, 1974a;

Herner (19 75a) found that deposition of

teasel (Dipsacus fullonum L.) seeds follm>ed the negative exponential
relationship logy= 2.74-1.69x where y =number of seeds
deposited and x = distance from parent plant in meters .

Only

about 1 percent of all seed produced was deposited more than
1.5 m from the parent plant.

Friedman and Orshan (1975) found

that 85 percent of achenes produced fell under the canopy of the
parent .Artemisia herba-alba plants.

Knipe and Springfield

(1972) trapped Sporobolus airoides seeds in large barren areas
adjacent to vegetated sites.

They concluded that although many

seeds blew into these areas, due to lack of barriers to movement

the seeds generally did not come to rest until they were impeded
by existing vegetation, and hence the barren areas persisted .
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Seed s i11 soil

Seeds lying in the soi l f un ction as a reserve in case se e d
c: t·up

f.:t.ilur~

should occur in one

can r ees t ab li sh it self without

a~.·

more years; the populdtiOtl

immigra t ion ~

Numero us st udie s ,

us ually done in an agronomic co ntex t, indicate that the numb e r
of s oil see ds is usually vastly grea ter than the number of groHing
plants ( Brenchley and \Varington , 1930 , 1933, 1936; Chepil, 19 1,6;
Budd , Chepil and Dought y, 1954).

Hesso n and Hareing (l9 69a, b) have

shmm the induction of li ght sen s itivity due to burial in eleven
species of weed se eds .

Species which ha d little or no light

r equi r ement for germination befor e a 50 week burial p e riod we r e
completely d ependent on exposure to l ight after recovery .

Seeds

in s ub s urface soil showed 6 2 .5 pe rc e nt more emergence ,;hen
germina t e d in light than when kept in continuous darkness.

Thi s

ca11 account for the flu s h of <;eed ge rmination after plm•i n g f ields .
The y furth er hypothesize that dorma n cy may be induced in the soi l
by a seed-produced gas.

Stoller a nd Hax (1974) found that in

s oil some weed species develop ed hard seed coats -.;vhich r e qui r ed

aci d scarif icat ion before germination would occur.
Krop ac ' s (1966) re view article considers the merits of
different methods of estimating numb ers of seeds in soil.

There

are mainly ttvo techniques in popul a r use; the first involves

taking the soil samples to a greenhous e, spreading th em out in a
di sh , watering them p e riodic a lly and ide ntifying the seedlings
tha t b e come

es tabli sh ed; ) ~h e

second involves a sieving an d washing of
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the sample to remove particles of inappropriate size , follm<ed by
immersion in a high speci.fic gravity salt sol ution to cause
f.loc1cion of o r ganic mate:rials but settllng o£ ml neral m:J.ttcr .

Seeds are then count e d in th e organic fr a ction with aid of a
microscope~

The germination technique is considerably less time

consuming but will give lower estimates as some seeds may remain

dormant.

The flotation technique can locate more of the seeds but

whether or not intact s eeds are viable and potentially germinable
is another question.

Kropac also studied seed populations from two Czechoslovakian
agricultural fields using flotation t echniques.

He found that

more than 93 percent of seeds we re of summer or winter annuals,

less th an 6 percent were from weedy perennials and crop seed was
only about l percent of the total.

He regArds 20 percent of the

total seeds discovered as " potential weed flora" (e . g . capable of
germinating) and on the two sites found 4xl0

4

and 1. 4 x 10

5

"germinable 11 seeds per square meter to depth s of 25 and 30 em,

respectively .

Seeds were fairly evenly

sampled profile .

distributed through the

The tremendous numbers of seeds in soil can help

account for failures of grass seedings int o pastures, as the rate

of seeding is usua l ly on the order of 1 percent of the resident
seed population, Sumner and Love ( 1961) and Jalloq

(1975) present

evidence supporting this.

Major and Pyatt (1966) also revi ew the literature on buried
viable seeds and conducted a study comparing adjacent grazed and
ungrazed bunchgrass sites in California.

They used germination to
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estimate numbers of seeds in soil.

Fourteen seed species were found

in the grazed area, bu t only seven in the ungrazed area .
spec i es also o ccu r re d as p lants in th e era zecl

ar ea ~

All seed

b u t i n the

ungrazed area only half the species were present as pla n t s .
numbers of see ds per square meter to a

8.23xl0

3

and l2.29xl0

3

t\VO

Total

inch depth \.Jere

in the grazed and ungrazed areas, respectively.

Of ten perennial species in the area, none h ad germinable seeds

in the soil.

They conclude that relative numbers of seeds in soil

and plant individuals in the vegetation are poorly correlated.
Rob erts and Feast (1972, 1973) studied the periodicity of
emergence of 20 weedy species over a six year period in relation to

depth of burial and cultivation treatment. Seeds were placed in
large pots which \Vere buried to soil l evel and either remained

undisturb ed or the soil wa s thoroughly mixe d several times per
year .

The rn..i.xing treatment significantly increased emergence

percenta ge but it also decreased th e ha lf-life of viable seeds ;
in cultivated soil the half-life was l ess than two years, in

uncultivated soil it was six y ears.

Seeds smm at shallow depths

emerged in higher percentages but had a lowe r percentage of
ungerminated seeds which were still viable after a five year

period .
Community Studies

In this section salient features of several studies on annual

plant communities will be related.

The authors have used different

approaches and techniques to understand the factors affecting
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species distribution and abundance.

After dispersal to a site has

occurre d, the most successful speci e s comple t e s all of the life
c ycle ph ases from seed g e rminatlon to se ed production in orde r to

perpetuate itself.

Selection against an individual in any portion

of its life cycle Hil l result in diminished seed production; this,
in turn, will diminish the abundance of the population.

The following

studies provide good examples of factors which regulate annual
plant populations.
Sharitz and HcCormick (1973) have used a l ife-t able approach
to study population dynamics of Sedum smallii and Hinuartia

un iflora on is lands of soil in granite outcrops.
ability, plasticity and tolerance of

lo~;

Competitive

soil moisture potential

are the major components influencing COL!munity

patterns~

Sedum

is more tolerant of lmv soil moisture, but where sufficien t

moisture is available , Minuartia outcornpetes it.

Thus Sedum is

the primary invad er in succession but is eventually replaced by

Minuartia as soil accumulates.

Mortality in Sedum is increased

by interspecific competition but greater abiotic stress results
in a plastic response and little increase in mortality.

Conversely,

Minuartia experiences mortality due to abiotic stress and
in ter specifi c competition , despite plastic responses .
\Vilcott (1973) has

reviewed much of the literature on desert

annuals plant communities.

Since then, Matt and McComb (1971•)

studied patterns of annual plants across undulating topogra phy in
an arid region of western Australia.

They found more and larger

plants associated with slight mounds around shrubs .

Th ey felt
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this was due to deposition of grea ter numbers of seeds on mounds
by wind and she et flooding, and differences in soil ferti l ity
anJ. l.Jate r hol din g c ap a ct iy .

S oi l s on mo unds had a hig he r or ga ni c

matter c ontent , which increased available nitrogen , and a greater
de pth to an impervious hardp an , which provided more water storage
capacity than s oil s in adjacent depressions.

Seeds sown on the

mound and depression sites showed similar rates of seedling
establ islll11ent, but more r a pid growth 'vas ma de by plants o n mounds.

No experimentation was done to s ubstantiate their hypothes is that
more s ee ds were deposi t ed on mounds.
Pemadasa and Lovell (1974a) did similar studies in a sand
dune system in Wales.

They det ermined that few annuals grew

in the low, wetter por.tions where perennial plants greH.
Annuals we re favored in the dri er sites by absence of
comp e tition from per ennial vegetation and the fact that high
soil moisture pot entia l was inhibitory to growth.

An. average

of 56 pe rcent of seedlings (o f thr ee s p ec ies ) were abl e to
t oler ate a 20 day drought in v7hic h soil moisture content dropped
to 3. 3 percent.
lvielan d and Bazzaz (1975) have studied the ecophysiology of
three codominant, summer annuals in a one-ye ar successional field
in Illinois.

They found that the spe cies have evolved diffe rent,

:inte rcompen sat ory mechanisms for niche separation which a llaH
cohabitation .

The species have different rooting depths which

correlate tvit h their gratvth capabilities.

Polygonum p e nsylvanicum

roots mo s t deeply, a ss uring a r e liable water supply, but it
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photosynthesizes most slowly and the rate declines sharply when
leR £ wat e r potential drops helm; -6 bars.

Abutilo!'_ theophras ti

r oots at intermediate depth but photosynthes izes more rapidly,

the rate not diminishing until leaf water potential is belo't·l -10
bars.

Setaria faberii exploits the shallm;est profile but is

able to maintain itself due to greatest rate of photosynthesis,
which is still near maximal at -12 bars, a rapid recovery from
water stress and a rapid water potential recovery after rain.

In a related study, Raynal and Ba zz az (1975b) investigated
t\vO of the same species, and a third, with or without competition
from Hinte r annual s.

The species exhibited different s urvivorship

and growth capabilities resulting in different degrees of
reproductive success .

Ambrosia artemis iifolia shat·7ed no increased

mortality under winter annual competition but rather demonstrated

phenotypic plasticity involving a reduction in size.

Host

established individuals were likely to complete
their life cycle, although those grm</ing without winter annual

competition were larger and produced more seed.

Polygonum

pensylvanicum shmved sharp and constant declines in density during

both y e ars of the study.

Removal of winter annuals enabled

production of some seed tvhile competing with other summer annuals.
It produced insignificant amounts of seeds in competition with winter
annuals and is dependent on open habitats where it can achieve
a hi gh reproductive output in the first year, ensuring a large

seed pool which Hill last until a future di s turbance .
Setarja

faber~

exhibited a bimodal peak of germination,

the early germinants were suppressed by the winter annuals but
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those establishing late avoided competition and produced seed
since the winter annuals h ad already completed their life cycle.
1'~ 1 2

early

germina~lng

seed popula tion is p robably r e plenishe d

from plants grm·ling in first year successional fields where
winter annuals are not present.
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This chapter describes i n detail the field and laboratory
procedures used to conduct the component experiments of this
study.

At the start of each subsection, a statement or two

describes the intended goal of the experiment, to facilitate
understanding its role in achieving the objectives .

Taken

collective ly, the individual experiments provide reasonable evidence

pertinent to the twofold objectives of:

1) understanding the

factors causing and maintaining adjacent pure stands of Bassia

and Halogeton , and 2) qu antif ying dynamics of seeds and plants
through time in hopes of assessing their implications for change
in the annuals community.

Bassia-Ha loge ton Comparative Studies

Density at fixed points
After the four plots 1;.,rere selected their boundaries \..rere

defined by driving painted, tmoden dm;el stakes into the ground
at 5 m intervals to form a ·rectangular grid of stake s .

Plots

t;ere oriented with their axes in generally north- south and eastwest directions .

Three of the plots were 25 x 20 m while the

hill plot was 30 x 25 m.
The se stakes were to be used for general orientation as well
as for repeated sampling of plant densities.

Wi t h the latter in

mind, as the stakes were bei ng located , any position t·Thich
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constituted an irregularity for data collection (such as the base
of a sagebrush plant) ,;a s moved 50 em to one side of the
grid intersection so that sampling could be confined to v egeta tion

of uniform physiognomy within the area .

About 5- 8 pe rcent of the

s takes were relocated in this fashion .
Density counts of numbers of individuals by species were

made at each of these posts on June 24 and September 14, 1974, and
in 19 75 up to six times between

~~y

26 and August 31.

The sampling

device was, in all case s , a 10 x 10 em, rigid , 1vire frame placed

in the northwest quadrant of each stake , with the stake itself
serving as the southea s t corner of the quadrat .

At the first

sample period a small wire marker was pushed into the soil at
the northwest corner of the quadrat enabling replic ated sampling
of fixed quadrats by aligning diagonal corners of the frame with
the 'woden stake and the wire .

Seed disp ersal experiment

During the per iod of seed dissemination in 1974 an experiment
was conducted on the hill study area to determine how far
Bassia and Haloge ton seeds moved from

~ arent

plants, and to

~s t imate

the proportion of the two kinds of seeds entering the different
vegetation types from the 1974 seed crop .

On August 28, before

seeds ha d begun to fall , 60 metal pl ates , each 10 x 15 em in
size, were placed on the plot in three rows , 20 pla t es per row .
One row consisted of plates scattered at more or less equal

distances along the boundary be tween Bassia and Ha l ogeton while
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the other two rows were parallel to the first but placed 3 m on
ei.ther side of it, one in Bas si a and the other in Halogeton
vegetation.

Each plate 'vas fixe d to the ground Hith two pieces

of stiff Hire .

The upper surface of each plate was coated with a thin layer
of Tanglefoot (manufact ur ed by Tanglefoot Company), a very sticky
substance designed to catch insects .

It served equally '"ell to

catch seeds in this experiment and in a simil ar one

condu cted by Knipe and Springield (1972) in New Hexico.
As the season progre ssed and seeds began to fall from
plants, th ey appeared on the sticky plates lying beneath the
canopy .

At intervals of one or two weeks until November 17,

plates which had accumulat ed many seeds were replaced tvith clean
ones, while plates lVith few seeds r emained in the fi eld .

Numbers

and kinds of seeds on each plate were recorded in the laboratory .
Seed germination in relation
to water potential

The ability of seeds to germinate under a range of water
potent ials tvas considered to be important to establishment of

plants in the field and was tested in th e laboratory us ing sodium
chloride (ionic) and polyethylene glycol (non-ionic) solutions.
All solutions were mixed from a 0.01 molal calcium chloride stock
solution as calcium has been found to have a germination enhancing

effect (Chaudhuri and Wiebe, 1968) ar1d is ever- present in Curl ew
Valley soils.

Solutions we r e CaC1

2

stock only (0. 5 bar), or

vrere mixed and adjusted to 5, 10 , 15, and 20 bars with a thermocouple
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psychrometer-microvoltmeter apparatus.

Each petri dish contained

50 Bassia or Halogeton seeds a nd 20 ml of the approp r iate solution.
~1ere

There

f ive replicat es for ea ch treatment for each species

making a total of 90 dishes.

They «ere randomly arranged in a

grm?th chamber and maintained at 20°C in the dark except for two
brief periods to check the progress of germination.
The seed was considered germinated when the radicle was more

than 3 mm long.

Germinated seeds were tallied and removed from

dishes at 63 and 97 hours after being placed in the solutions.

Seedling establishment experiment
Another field experiment '"as designed to investigate the
estab lishment success of the two species in different vegetation

types and on the different study areas.

A secondary aspect was

to see if treating seeds with Captan pm?der (a fungicide) would
affect their establishment success.

In August, 1974, small cardboard boxes (about 20 x 30 x 5 em
high) vere placed at random over patches of soil in the different
areas .

They served to exclose seeds dispersing from the 1974 seed

crop, and, later in the year, the covered plots became receptacles

for experimental seeds sown onto the soil.

A total of 75 boxes

vere placed in the field, distributed as follows:

on the hill and

fence sites, 20 each, '\-Tith 10 in each of the two vegetation types;

sage site, 20, with 10 in the open community a\.Jay from the sage and

10 at the perimete r of sage canopies; bare site, 15 scattered over

the plot.
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These boxes remained in place until December 20, at Hhich
time th e boxes
111ark~~.:J

1 dm

2

~vere

removed and lots of 200 seeds were sm.;n onto

quadra t~:; ,

Halogeton seeds .

Each l ot contained 100 Uussia an J 100 Glack

Every box received one lot of seeds except

for tho s e on the hill site , which rec eived two.

The additional

treatment on this site was seed which h ad been coated with Captan.
See ds Here scattered evenly within the bounds of the 1 dm

2

quadrats

and a small amount of water (-25 ml) Has poured over it, care being
taken to prevent seeds from washing out of the quadrat.

At th e

ti me seeds were sown, the ground \vas frozen, so the water soon
turned to ice, f ixing the seeds on the quadrat.
quadrat

~vas

Finally, the

covered "vith snow, to further diminish the possibility

of seed movement.

The following spring on May 16, the quadrats

were censused for numbe rs of established plants.

Drought tolerance experiment
An aspect of the ecology of Bassia and Halogeton which «as
considered important to their distribution on the study site \olas

their relative ability to withstand drought.

This investigation,

patterned after one done by Pemadasa and Lovell (1974a ) was done
in the greenhouse during September and October, 1975, using plants

grmvn in pots.

It involved growing plants for a short time \Vi th

an adequate water supply, then letting the pots dry out to a
predetermined water content, follo,,red by <oatering and observing
th e number of plants surviving the drought treatment.
On August 31,

thirty-t~;vo

styrofoam pots 15 em in diameter and

12 em tall were weighed and to each was added, in order, Hithout
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mixing, the followi ng: 80 g gravel, 1200 g Thiokol silt loam soil
( col l ec t ed where both species grew), 150 g greenhouse potting soil
and 12 g vl..!rmic ul.i t e , al l nL o ven-dry cond ition .

Before th e vermi-

culite was added , enough Bassia or Halogeton seeds were smvn to

establish 25 plants per pot.

All pots were kept saturated for

several days by sitting in large, water-containing pans in th e greenhous e .

The Bassia plant s established well but the Halogeton did not,

po ssibl e due to the warm ( 28-3 2°C) temp eratures in the greenhouse.
Ha l oge ton seeds were sown again but the plan ts 'tvere kept in the

grm<th chamber at cool t emperatures (l5°C day, 8°C night) for a week.
The sixteen

pots were divide d into three treatment groups ,

diff e ring in severity of droug ht, and a nondroughted control maintained at 15-20 percent soil water content.

Since the weight of the

soils and pots '\vere known, it was possible to compute the 'tveight

of a pot at a given soil water cont ent.

The three tr eatments were

i:Jri ed to increasingly low levels of soi l water content, which took
from 10 to 20 days after they droppe d below the 20 perc ent level at
which the con trols were maintained .

After the drought was end e d,

each pot was returned to the control water content for an addi tional
tHo weeks, harvested, and dry weight of s tems determined .

Soils analyses
Soil sampling and profil e des criptions
Samples of soil for several quantitative analyses were collected
from two locations in both the Bassia and Halogeton vegetation typ es
of th e hi ll plot in September, 1975.

Soil was collected from the
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surface t h r ee centime t ers and at 14-15 and 29-30 centimeters for
each point.

Analyses we r e don e by th e Soil, Plant, and Hater Analysis

Lall o rato1·y at Utah State. .

Four bulk

den~ity

measureme nts to a

t wo-inch depth we r e ta ke n in each vegetation type of the hill plot
u sin g a meta l ring.

A soil profile was desc rib e d in both vegetation

types .

Psychrome tric meas uremen t s of soil water pot en tial

In early June, 197 5, a total of 24 Hescor

(Hescor , Inc., Logan,

Utah) th ermoco uple p sychrometers were in s talled at 4 and 12 em depths
on the hill plot to inves tiga t e wa t er a v a ilability in the t wo
vegetation types .

At the 4 em d e pth, pai r s of psychrome t ers were

installed wi th one member under the cente r of a p olygonal so il ped
and its compa nion at th e base of one of the cracks a dj acent to the
ped .

Th e d istance b e t wee n a psychrometer a nd its mate ave raged 5

to 7 em .

Eight of these pairs were install e d, four in eac h vegetat i on

type , and re a dings were t aken o n them at bihourly intervals from
6 a.m. to 8 p . m., but starting at 2 p.m . on June 20 and ending at
noon on Jun e 24.
the r eadings .

An S-B Syst ems microvoltme ter was us e d for taking

Co~~enceme nt

of samp ling coincided with the occurrence

of a fairly s ub stan tial rainstorm ( 15 mm) followed by several days
of warm weather which dri e d out the soil.
At th e 12 em d e pth, eigh t psychrometers '"er e in s t a ll e d, four
in each v ege tation t ype , a nd readings were taken at irregular

interval s until August 5 .
Aft er comple tion of samp ling all psychrome t e rs were dug up
a nd calibrated u s ing 0 . 1, 0.5, 1.0, and 1 . 5 mola l sodium chloride
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solutions.

Graphs of water potential vs. microvolt output were

drawn for each psychrometer.

Field microvolt readings, corrected

t:o 25°C , were c o nverted to Hater pot e ntia l using these ca l ibrativn

curves (B rown, 1970).

Photographic comparisons of soil peds

In the fall of 1974 ten small areas (approximately SO x SO em)
which exhibite d particularly evident development of polygonal soil
ped structure, were marked and photographed to record the positions
of the cracks bet,•een soil peds.

In fall, 197S, these same areas

,..,ere again photographed to allo,., comparisons between the two years

to see if the positions of cracks or the shape of surface peds
had changed.

If cracks closed during the winter wet period, and

reopened along different lines on drying , many seeds might become
buried at the base of the closed cracks (about 4 em d eep ) and would
be unlikely to emerge on germination.

The slides from the two years

were projected side by side to allow visual comparison and
sketching of the location of cracks.

Competi tion experiments

Field watering of plants
On the fence site in June, 1974, 22 points were selected and
marked along the Bassia-Halogeton ecotone to conduct an experiment
on the effect of wate ring on plant survival and dry weight biomass.
In selecting points for the study, an effort was made to find
areas 'vhich contained approximately equal numbers of Bassia and
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Halogeton .

On J une 26 de nsity counts >;.,rere made at eac h p oint in

t\"o diff erent quadrants, agai n using th e 10 x 10 em frame .
~..:Ll. s

After

_i.nlt:i.:l1 couni.: half of th2 plots receiv ed one inch o.C "raiit",

a ppli ed us in g a l arge can with holes in th e bottom and confined to

the experime ntal area by a circular, metal co l lar 40 em in diameter ,
,..-hich tvns pressed

water .

L~

em into th e soil to prevent lateral f lm.v of

This treatme nt was repeated weekly through the s ummer to

half the p l ots , 'mile th e others r eceived no water .

Some adverse

effects occurred to Ha tered plants ; soil e ros ion occurred during

water applicatio n, causing occasional stems , particularly of Bassia,
to b end over and become mud- c overed .

This dist urb ance may have

been detr ime ntal t o plant growth.
Density counts 1:ve r e mad e at approximately biweekly intervals
on the fixed samplin g qu a drats , accomp anied , begim\ing July 23 ,
by harvests of above an d belo" gro und portions of plant mate ri a l
fro m t wo of th e "a t ered q uadrats per sample period.

Plants from

the control quadrats were not harvest ed , so that den si ty co unts
on them could be continued; adjoining areas of unwatered vegetation
were ha rv es ted to serve as biomass controls for the watered plant s a
Harvesting was d one using a shovel, first loos e n i n g th e soil
a round th e se l ec ted qu a dr at to a depth of about 30 em and then
carefully loosening t h e soil with in the plot and remov ing the plants ,
maximizing the l eng th o f r oot collected.

Roots harves t e d were

se ldom more than 15-20 em i n l ength , s ince by this d e pth. th ey had
become so fine ( <l mm di a mete r) that they broke easily.

In the

laboratory pl ants were ca r efully wash ed to r emove a ll d i rt, dried
in an oven for app roximately 72 hours at 42°C and th e n
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,;ei ghed to the nearest milligram.

At each sample d a te 30 plants

of ea ch sp ec ies from th e Hat e r e d a nd unHatered condit i ons

~v e r e

·r and o mly selected a nd we i ghed .

Grmvth cha mb e r studi e s

Two separate competition experiments wer e done "t..,-ith Bassia and

Halog eton based on general experimental designs of Harper (1960,
19 61) and delht (1960) using growth cha mbers and plants grmm in
pots.

S e ed

for the se experiments \Jas obtained from the Curle<l

Valley Sit e by collecting whole plants retaining se e d in September,
1974.

Th e s e were stored outdoors in a dry place for several months

and were then gently broken up and put through sieve s to separate
seeds from other plant material.
Pre liminary germination trials showe d that a high percentage
o f Bas sia see ds g e rminat e d but only about 60 p e rcent of Halog e ton
bla c k se eds would germinat e .

Conseque ntly, they 'tvere given a

strati f ication treatment, successfully used by Cronin (1973), which
amounted to placing the s ee ds in 'tva ter for a few hours, allowing
imbibition, and then freezing them for a period of four \Yeeks or

more.

Halogeton black seeds were frozen for 2-1/2 months, where-

upon several hundred lolere thawed and germinated in petri dishes
containing water, yielding nearly 95 percent germination within 48
hours~

The n e xt procedure was to establish the seedlings successfully
on soil from Curlew Valley.

This proved to be a serious problem

due to the high silt content of the Thiokol silt loam (Balph, 1973)
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and the soil surface structure.

This fragile, highly aerated

s ur f ac e crus t structure is destroyed when the soil is disturbed.
:·!he n place:d in pot s anU \·Jetted the soil .sur.facc becomes so hard
Lhat s e e d s

so~rn

on it cannot s e nd their roots do wnward, while s e eds

smvn slightly below the surface do not eme rge in large numb e rs.

As a result of this probl e m s e veral different soil surface
amendme nts 'tvere tried in orde r
eme rgenc e of

sov.~n

seeds .

to obtain a greater percentage

These trials Here done using enough

seeds and pots to get a rough idea of the eme rgence percentage for
the two species.

Seeds were usually soaked in water for about 12

hours before smving to permit imbibition.

Soil in the pots was

generally water-saturated and maintained that way for several days
afte r s e ed sow i ng.

Some of th e treatme nts include d smving seed

on the soil surface or about 1/2 em below the surface, making micro-

furror.vs on the surface before smving seed, pressing each seed

slightly down beneath the surface, or covering the Thiokol soil
'\-lith a thin layer of peat moss or a potting soil mixture .
Th e arrangement that worke d best involve d placing a thin
layer of a loamy potting soil mixture over the Thiokol soil ,
sowing the seeds atop this, and covering them with a 5 rnm layer
of vermiculite.

This regimen gave emergence of 70-80 percent for

Bassia and 65 - 75 percent for Halogeton.

Unfortunately this technique

was not discovered before the first grm•th chamber study began,
but it made satisfactory establishnent of plants possible in
subseque nt studies.
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Timing-proportions st udy.

The fir s t g rowth chamber s tudy was

designed to test several factors \Vhich mig ht b e importa n t in the
compet itiv e r el ations b et tv een these

t\..'O

species .

Plants were grmvn

in pots, each p o t con t aining 36 individuals , but the treatments

h a d dif ferent proportions of spec i es , as follows : 0:1, 1/3:2/3 , 1/2:
1/2 , 2/3: 1/3, 1: 0 .

The other e':perimental factor was the time at

which seed s of the two species were s own into the mixe d pots;
both seed speci es were sown either at the same time or one spe cies
was sown eigh t days earlier or later tha n the other .

Thus there

were three timing treatments for the mixed pots an d five stand

proport ions , each treatment replicat e d four times in a completely
randomized factorial d esign , making a

total of 44 pots .

Each pot was 10 x 10 em and 15 em tall.

To it were added

the follm•ing s ubstances , in order : 15 g vermiculite, 733 g
Thiokol soil , collected at a point wh ere both species were grm.;ring ,

85 g of a potting soil mix.
for several days .

SoHs had b ee n oven dried at ll0°C

Halo ge ton seeds we r e thawed a n d each seed fo r

every pot was gently pressed slightly into the soil surfac e ; dry
Bass ia see d s were scattere d evenly on the soil surface .

All po t s

we r e place d in a large , water-filled pan ove rnight to allow the
soil to become sa tu rated.

Initially ,

24 pots we r e smm wit h

only one kind of seed , half receiving !lalogeton and half Bassia ;
eigh t d a ys later the other s pe cies was sown into the appropria te
mixe d pot to implement the timing aspect of the stu dy .
seeds we re so,;-1n t he pots we r e also
avai l able for imbibition.

Hhe n t hese

resaturate d to make water

The s oil surface was kept damp du r ing
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se edl i ng establishme nt by "etting it \<ith a spray bottle
pe ri ouica lly.
Al l

poLs \.J ere transferre d t o a Sherer- Gi .l let t e g r mvth ch amber

a f t e r the initial ove rnight soak.

The e xperimental pots Here

randomly arrange d in a rectangular pattern and were enclosed by

a buff ering perime ter o f non-experimental pots so that all
e xperime ntals \<ere surrounded by four other pots.

Every fe" days

the pots -.;..rere removed from the cha'IT!ber and replaced in a random
order so as to minimize any effects due to differences in temperature

or light intensity from point to point "i thin the gro"th chamber.
At the start of the experiment, 16

ne~v,

l•O watt, fluorescent

tubes "ere installed in the chamb e r along "ith four 75 watt and
four 150 \<att incande nsce nt light bulbs .

Light intens i ty in

2
the chamb e r ranged from 766 to 894 1Jeinste ins·m- ·s -l (bet"Teen

loOO and 700 nm) at the soil surface on June 6, 1975, as measured
by a quantum sensor (B i ggs et al., 1971).

An outdoor read i ng

take n on a cloudless suml!le r d ay would be about 2000 !le ins teins.
Spectroradiometric readings were also taken in the ultraviolet

radiation range from 280-400 nm (see Appendix A).
Photoperiod in the growth chamber \<as initially set to
correspond to a mid-April daylength with incandescent lights
coming on about 15 minutes earlier and shutting off about 15
minute s la t er than the fluorescent tubes.

Every few days the

day len g th t<Tas changed, in correspondence t.Jith the natural seasonal
progression.

Temperatures \vere set using daily averages of

bihourly temperatur e records from the Curlew Valley Site for 1974.
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Slight adj u stmen ts in growth chamber temp e r at ure were sometimes

made daily but more ofte n were made every three or four days.
;~r O>-l t h

cha:: tlH~r

The

\f.:J.S de .:; ir,ned s uc h t ha t no t c rqe rat:...tr_·c. f ! u c tt ta t i or:s

would occur withln the period of a te mp e rature s e tt i ng .

Da y and

n ight temperat ures were constant over their respective time p e riods ,

which is a de parture from th e continuous t e mperature variation in
nature.

The growth chamber was unable to maintain night temperatures

b e low 2°C or day tempe ratures belm< l3°C, s o that during the initial
weeks o f the expe riment temperatures were sometimes 5 to 7°C
warmer than in the field.
Seeds were sm.m into the pots on May 12, 1975 , with the late
seeds being added on May 20 .

The pot s were allowed to dry out

until they dropped be low a soi l water content of 20 percent by
weight, at

whic~1

time th e y tve re restore d t o 20 percent water content

by adding l..rater .

For most p ots tvatering b ega n on about June 1,

weig ht s being checked every other day and water repl enishe d as
needed .
By the en d of Jun e , it tvas decide d to increase th e amount of

water added to each pot to compensate for weight of plant material
that h ad grm.J n in the pot, s o that soil tvater content t.;rould not

be underes timated.

Plant s were collected from the field and their

stem len gt h an d fresh weight determined.

This enabled plotting

an approximate r e l ation between height and fresh weight .

Average

heights o f plants in pot s were measured and the increase in water
r eq uirement computed , varying from 4 to 12 grams for the different
treatme nt s .

On July 24 thi s compensation wa s increas e d, allowing
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for contin ued plant growth, and varied fro m 5 to 15 grams .

Th is

ad j 11s tment amounted to 15 to 20 percent of the wa t er adde d at
ertc h time pe r iod.

On July 14 the soil water content was decreased from 20 to
17 percent, reflecting the increasing dryness plants experience

i n the field.

Beginning August 5 water additions were made

eve ry day, since plants were l a r ge e nough to r apidly transpire
each day ' s addition, causing o ccas ion a l wilting of Bassia.

On September 9 all plants wer e harvested, sterns were
cli pped a t ground level, dr ied in an oven at 45°C for three days
and weighed.

Roots wer e washed f rom th e soil by first r emov in g

the soil block from the pot, soaking it in water and then
loo se ning t h e soil away from th e root mass .

A series of rinses and

sieves were use d to remove as much s oil as possible from the roots.

All roots f rom each pot were placed i n a bag , dried and «eighed.
It 1;as impossible to distin guis h Bass ia from Halogeton root s based
on any mic roscop ic obs e rva tion; their se paration would have b een
impossible due to the l arge number of intertwined roots .

Soils-watering level s study .

Th e second growth chamber s tudy

was quite similar to the first but differe nt experimen tal factor s
were investigated.

Two differe nt s oil s from t h e hill plot were

used , in which either Bassia or Halogeton grew nearly exclus ive ly.
Pots were maintained at differe nt soil water contents of 12, 18
or 24 percent by wei ght.

All pots con t ained 36 p l ants in eith e r

pure or mixed stand , th e mixed pots contained 18 of each species .
Thus the diffe rent treatments

to~ e r e

t wo soil types , three waterin g

levels and three stand types, each treatment combination replicated

four times making a total of 72 pots in a completely randomi ze d
l ac torial desi gn.
Procedural differences from the fir st experime nt we re

fe~-1 .

A 5 mm layer of vermiculite was used to cover the loam soil after
the seeds h ad been sown .

Seeds ,,.ere sown October 1 and pla:1ts

1.:-1 ere harvested November 26, as differences between treatments Here

evident at that time.

No additional increment of water was added

to compensate for the weight of plants in the pots .

Roots were

In all other re spec ts pro c e dures were the same

not harvested.

as in the first study.

Seed Budget-Life Cycle Stuclies

Field germinabili ty of seeds
On December 20, 1974, twenty-four small packets of seeds
were buried at 1 and 3 em depths in the two different vegetation
types on the hill plot .

Packet s were 5 x 5 em in size and made

of finely \?oven Saran, "ith a mesh of about 0.6 mm so that seeds
could not fall out.

Each packet contained 100 seeds of either

Bassia or Halogeton and approximately 20 cc of fine tex t ured
see d-free soil.

In the field the frozen ground was

V~etted

causing i t to so ft en so that it could b e dug and th e packets
buried .

In each vegetation type there were three replicates of each

of the species at both depths.

In the process of burying the seeds,

the soil surface structure was destroyed so that none of the
germina ted seeds were ab le to emerge; hmvever , th e· packets t;vere
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dug up the following May and the contents examined for seeds
\vhich had failed to ge rminate ..

~

Snjl see d r eserves
In July of 1971, and 1975 samples of the soil were collected

from the sites and were examined for the numbers of seeds of annual
plant species present.
current season.

Germination had been completed for the

The sampling device

~vas

a metal frame 1 dm

2

by 3 em

high; it was pressed into t h e soil to the 3 em clP.pth" and a shovel
\.Jas

used to remove the sampler and some surrounding soil.

A metal

plate was forced along the bottom edge of the sampler leaving a
soil block of 300 cc which was dumped into a bag.
In 197L,, 80 samples were collected , 20 from each site.

the hill and fence sites,

t\VO

On

transects of 10 samples each \vere

taken across the ecotone, the sample points spaced 1 m apart
with the middle of the transect at the boundary betHeen the vegetation
types.

On the sage site 10 samples ,.,ere taken in the open, away

from the sagebrush , the other 10 taken within the sagebrush-dominated

vegetation.

The samples from the bare site were randomly scattered.

In 1975, only 35 samples were taken and the bare site was
not sampled.

On the hill and fence sites, seven samples were

randomly collected l"ithin each vegetation type, making a total of
28 samples, while the other seven were from the sagebrush-dominated
vegetation on the sage site.

The sampling was scaled down because

of the labor-intensive and time consuming '\olprk i n processing and
analyzing each sample.
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In the laboratory, all samples
\vay.

~ver e

pro ces sed in the same

First , a ny large stems or pie ces of plant mat e rial 'tvere

n.~ n•uv ed

fr o m the so Ll ,

d 1H l

it:

t·I.J. S

pl ac~ U

on a

l arg~

( 30 x JO em )

piece of fine mesh o rgandy cloth , th e c orn ers drawn up a nd t ie d,
enc l osing the soil .
~<ater

Nex t, the bag was placed in a large pan of

and allowed to soak for several minutes.

The bag

\<a S

then

gently squeezed and was hed, bre aking up the soil aggrega t es and
allm<ing particles smaller than the bag mesh size ( clay and silt
particl es ) to settle out.

This ,;ashing and rinsing continued

through several changes of ,.ater until soil no longer sifted out.
The rema ins of the sample were finally
piece of filter paper in a

~<as h e d

onto a large

Buchner funnel, excess water was

remove d with suction, the filter pap er removed from the funnel
and the sample placed in a drying oven at 37°C for several days.
Drie d s amples were placed on a 1140 s oil sieve and s h ake n
for a few minutes .

The fine fraction pa ss ing through the sieve

vas di scarded , as it had been determined that the smalle s t seeds
would not pass through, while that r etained on ·the sieve was

divided into two equal portions and one of these examine d
under lmv magnification with a dissectin g microscop e .

The

different s pecies of seeds were easily recognizable (Fi g ure 3),
those that were whole and hard were assume d to b e viabl e
(Stoll er and Hax, 1974), and were removed with a t"eezers and

counted.

The microscopic examination of the samples

was

very tedious; ultimately several hundred hours 1vere spent on this
phase of th e study.
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Figure 3.

Close•up photograph of seeds of the annual species
involved in the study. The two seeds in the lower ,
central portion of the photograph a r e of Salsola kali.
Above from l ef t to right they are: Halog~o-;;;eyatus,
with the winged bract; Lepidium perfoliatum, Bassia
hypsopifoli a , with the hooks; and Descurainia pinnata
on the far right .
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Plant establishment from
seed in summer
flC'g·Lnn i n?, o n J uly 17, l9 7Lt, a n 1Jmb e r of qu2.dra t s

50 x 2 ) em

in size were 'iva te red 1..;eekl y with a w.:tt er i.ng can t o see if the r e

was a r e mna nt of germinabl e seed l eft from the spring pullulation
tvhich 'ivou] d respond to summer moisture.

Each plot received the

eq uiva l ent o f 25 mm o f "rainfal l" per week .

Hater was confined to

the plots us ing metal frame s 60 x 35 em which we r e pressed into
the soil and pre vented water from running laterally off the plot.

Prior to beginning th e 'ivatering experiment all live vegetation Has

removed from each plot, so that newly eme r gen t plants could be
noticed.

They , in tu rn , 'ivere removed each week.

The hil l and fence areas each had a tota l of 30 pairs of plots,
10 pairs in each vegetation type and 10 along the ecotone .

The

sage area had 14 pairs of plots, seven in the open and seven in
the sagebrush-dominated v e getation.

The bare a rea had 12 pairs

scatter ed randomly over the plot.
During the final ttw weeks of supplemental watering (September
1-14) th e amount added was doubled on 35 plots by supplying 25 mm
on a semiweekly b as i s .

Seed excl<_?sures

The wate red plots describe d above were used along with the
previously mentioned covered plots (into which seed was sown),
to conduct a study on the e ffe c t of exclosure of 1974 fall seed
production on the density and composition of 1975 vegetation .
One h alf of the watered plots were covered with cardboa rd boxes
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in mid-September, 1971,.

These boxes were s lightly larger than

the plot, we re pushed down securely into the soil and rocks placed
on top of th e m so they could not be blown mvay .

Th ey stayed in

place until January, 1975-- long after fall see d dispersal had
ceased-- when they were r erooved ; by this time the ground \vas frozen
and snow covered so that no movement of seeds would occur.·

The different plots served different purposes in this
experiment.

The watered, covered plots had no seed input from

1974, so that only seed dating from 1973 or earlier could generate
plants for the 1975 community, while the watered , uncovered plots
received a natural allotment of the 19 74 seed crop .

The difference

betHeen these treatments would provide an estimate of the
contribution to the 1975 vegetation from 1974 seed.

Similarly, a

difference bet'.:veen covered, unwatered and covered , watered plots

would be due to the water applied in 1974 .

Covered and uncovered

\vat e red plots \Vere adjacent to each other and observed i n pairs,
so as to minimize differences from point to point within the four
areas.

On Nay 26 , 1 975, density counts were taken of the number of
individuals established in the various plots.

Each of t he watered

plots was large enough to accommodate three 1 dm

2

subsamp l es

within the plot, while the unwatcred plots only had enough space
for one l dm

2

sample.

The subsample boundaries were marked and

censused at approximately biweekly intervals thro ugh t h e 1975
grm..ring season .
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Se ed production
In order to make precise estimates of the numb e rs of seeds
proJuced on the different areas , numeT uus \·.;h o le p lan ts \ve r e

harvested in 1974 and 1975 "hen seeds v1ere maturing on the plants.
In mid-September of both years Bassia and Halogeton plants were
sampled while Descurainia and Lepidium, not present in 1974, were
swnpled only in early July of 1975.

The permanent stakes on the

areas \Vere used as sampling points, from two to four samp les being

taken at points l m from each stake in the cardinal compass
directions.

2
Each sample quadrat was l dm ; all plants inside

the plot were removed and placed in a bag.
sampled

Has

not the

Sai!le

The number of points

among the different areas, since some were

l ess dense ly vegetated than others and required more samples to
collect a similar number of reproductive plants.

In

most cas e s , enough samples Here taken on each area to give 20 or
more quadrats containing at least one plant.

Th e harvested plants were taken to the laboratory where measurements were taken on each one to estimate seed production.

For

Lepidium, which has large, distinct fruits with two seeds per fruit,
the numbers Of fruits per plant were counted.

For Bassia, Descurainia,

and Halogeton the lengths of inflorescenses (or fruits in the case
of Descurainia) tvere measured to the nearest millimeter and
recorded for all branch e s of each plant.
To relate these measurements to seed production, similar
lengths of inflorescence were measured and all the seeds removed
from the flowering stem and counted..

A number of stalks were so
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meas ured for each species and the data use d to generate a regression
of inflores cen ce length to number of seeds.

This was u se d to

est ·imate seed production per pl ant , and overall for each plo t ,

b ase d on the i nflore scence measurements .
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RES ITL TS

Bass ia-Ha logeton Comparative Studies

The objective of studies in t his sec tion was to elucidate

r eas on s for the occurrence of adjacent pure stands of Bassia and
Ha lo get on in several areas of the annua l s community on the
Validation Site.

The ma jority of the fi eld st udie s unrl P.r this

topic were conducted on th e h i ll sit e , with the fen ce si t e also
being impor t ant.

Since th e sage and bare s ites did not exhibit

the abr u pt eco tone b etween pure stands, th eir role i n this
portion o f the inves ti gation was comparative l y minor.

Density at fixe d po ints

In ord e r to affirm t h e ob se rvation that there were adjacen t,
sub s tantia lly pure stands of Bassia and Ha loge ton on the fence
and h ill sites , plants i n dm

2

plots were co unte d at each of the

perman ent stak es (spaced in a 5 x 5 m g rid) on June 25, 1974.
Table 1 displays res ult s of these counts as we ll as r e p ea ted
co unts taken on Hay 25 , 1975; each total r ep resents fiv e or six
quadrat s for the hill or fence sites, r esp e ctively .

The tot a ls ,

except for the fence pl ot in 1975 , indicate abrupt discontinuities
in distribut io n of Bassia and Ha lo geton plants and gene rally a

st rong negative association bet·Heen th e two species ..

The very lmol

densities of plants on th e fence site in 1975 will be di sc u ssed
l a t er ( s ee pa ge 121,).

Table 1.

2
Totals of Bassia and Haloge t on plants established in rows of 1 dm quad rats, an d mcnn
number of plants per quadrat, on June 25, 1974 , and May 25, 1975 . Total s r epres ent
fiv e or six quadrats fo r hill or fence sites, respectively . Rows, and quadrats
wi thin a row were spaced five meter s distant.

Hill Site
June 25 , 1974
May 25, 1975
Bassia Halogeton
Bassia Halogeton
West row

East r ow

Fence Site
June 25 , 1974
May 25 , 1 97 ~
Bassia Ha~ogeton
tlass1a Ha l o geto n
126

0

0

31

208

0

0

199

56

85

0

0

0

182

298

1

12

0

123

0

57

198

14

9

0

75

0

286

0

88

0

245

0

63

63

6

4

8

54

0

164

6

77

3

0

55

11

Mean
number per
quad r at ±
one standard
deviation

7.2
±12. 3

10 . 6
±14 . 6

15 . 4
±45.9

17 . 3
±32 . 4

19 . 7
±24 . 6

14 . 5
±21. 8

0. 7
±2.35

0
0
V>

o:>
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Resul ts of similar density co unt s t a ken on th e sage and bare
arc.::ts are. presented in Table :?. .

Th e area of the S;:t t;c plot i n \vhich

S3.;jebrush \.J<1S pre sPn t i s indic<1ted by bra(' k ets a round the tuo

appropriate rows .

The sagebrus h undoubt e dly influe n ces growth of

aitnua l plants, enhancing soil s urface phy s ical properties with
litter deposition, but also making competition for soi l water more
keen .

On the first sample d ate in both years mean densities of

plants in the sagebrush vegetatio n were low e r than in th e sur rou nding
2
2
open areas ( 1974 , 1. 8 vs 7. 2 per dm ; 1975 , 6 . 8 vs 9. 8 per dm )
although a two- ce ll chi- square test s h owed no significant
diff erence .

By the end of the g r m<ing seaso n differences in de n sity

had dim inished b e t ween sage a nd open areas .

Observations fr om

the seedling establi s h ment experiment ( see page

73 ) s howe d that

plant s g rown among sagebrush were mar k ed ly smaller--one t e nth to on e
hundredt h the size--of plants grmm in the open .
Th e impet us for selecting the b are site as an a r ea to be

studi e d \vas an impression that it was l ess densely vegetated
than the othe r areas.

The data do no t demonstrate this but th ey

do indic ate Bassia rtnd Haloge ton grew together freely he re .

This

si te wa s the l eas t useful in terms of achieving the experimental
objectives ,an d is mention e d here mai nly to indicate mean plant
densiti es r e lative to the oth e r sites.
Th e average number of p l a nts p er quadrat indi ca t e that drastic
differe n ces in d e nsity o cc ur f rom one y ear

to the n ex t as ,., e ll as

f rom one si te to anoth er withi n a year ( Ta bl es 1 and 2) .

managers gene rally seek conve i- sion of annual ranges into
reliably produc tive pe rennial grasses d ue to this

Range

Table 2.

Totals of Bassia, Halogeton and Lepidilli'Tl perfoliatum plants established in
rm.;s of 1 dm 2 quadrats and mean number of plants per quadrat on June 25, 1974,
and May 25, 1975 . Totals represent five or six quadrats for sage or bare sites,
respectively.

Rows and quadrats \-lithin a row were spaced five meters distant.

Sa!ie Site
.Yli-r1e 2s, 1974
Bassia Halogeton
West row

June 25
Bassia

Bare Site
1974
May 25, 1975
Halogeton
Bassia Haloget on

4

18

0

18

4

84

2

62

0

21

0

21

44

24

15

4

0

20

0

148

1 sa

10

0

62

60

l:

0

115)

38

51

70

11

48

L 5

52

20

3

107

4.9
±9 . 1

6 .0
±8 . 9

[:
East row

May 25, 1975
Bassia Halogeton

9

:J
72

0

9

4.7
±6.8

0

8 .1
±19 . 8

Mean number

per quadrat
± one

standard
deviation

0.7
±2.0

5.1
±9.3

8.1
±20 . 2

a L indicates Lepidium perfoliatum,

"'0
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tremendous ye ar to year vatiation in annual plant production (Evans,

Young and Eckert, 1969).

Causative factors gene rating this

instability «il l be disc ussed later ( see p age 154) .

Seeds in soil
The trans ec t soil se e d samples taken across the ecotone
on the hill and fence sites in 1974 served not only to estimate
the numbers of seeds in s oil but also to verify ,;-1heth er or not

the abrupt discontinuity in plant distributions extended to
distributi.ons of seeds in soil .

An accumulation o f one species

of seed disproportionate to its app ea ranc e in the vegeta tion \-J"ould

indicate a disability of that species to germinate at that point.
The data presented in Figure 4 indicate, for the summer of 1974 ,
that seed distribu tions t e nd t o reflect the vegetation distrib u tion ,
in tha t the percent of Bassia seeds in a sample is very much

high er in the Bassia vegetatio n; it drops abruptly across the
ecotone and is quite low in the Halogeton vegetation .

The samples

contained few seeds other than Bassia or Halogeton , so percent

Bassia plu s percent Ha l ogeton equa l s 100 in near ly a l l cases .
Seed dispersa l
Another possible explanation for the persistence of adjacent
pure stands of vegetation on the hill site ( Table l) could be
lack of see d dispersa l by the absent species.

Halogeton and

Bassia seeds are quite small (1-2 mm) and l ight , most likely
re l yi ng on wi nd dispersal.

An at t ached , five - winged bract enh ances

dispersibility of Haloget on black seeds , b u t t h e brown seeds a r e
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Bossia

Halogeton

Vegetation

Vegetation

Ecotone

100

~!.

= Hill Site
c = Fence Site

(!)

0.

E

0
(f)

75

c

c

(/)

-u

~

(f)

c
/!,.

50

0
(/)
(/)

0

co

25

+-

c

<!)

u
,_

<!)

0...

2

3

4

5

Sample
Figure 4.

6
Number

Percent Bassia seeds found i n 50 percent of a 300 cc soil

sample , to a 3 em depth, along transects on the hill
and fence sites in July.
Samples were spaced l m
apart and t\vo transects were run on each s i te.
Each

point thus represents the mean of two samples.
Percent Halogeton seeds e q tials 100 minus percent
Bassia seeds.
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enclosed by an appressed bract, making the seed less susceptible
to H·Lnd moveme nt..

Bassia fruits hav e five short hooks which

radiale f rom the c e ntral portion of the f r uit , allowing Lhe n1 to
be carried long distances in fur of animals or on the t r ouser
legs of scientific investigators ( Figure 3).
Figure 5 and Tabl e 3 summarize results from the experiment
done on the hill site through the fall of 1974 using metal plates
coated \'lith a sticky substance \Vhich " trapped" seeds contacting

H .

A tlvO tailed T-test on each of t h e data sets from t he three

sampling positi ons within th e hi ll site s h owed t h e numbe r s of
Bassia and Halogeton seeds caught to be not significant l y different
(P:"0.'05 ) along the ecotone.

Ha~>ev e r ,

at positions 3m east and

west of the ecotone row, differences \vere highly significant
(P<0.00025 and P<O.OOOl, re s pectively).

Thi s seems striking

considering th e ecotone ranged in width from about 1.5-2 . 5 m a nd plants
of the less abundant species were f r e q uently within two meters

of either the eas t or wes t rmv of plates .

However , the l iterat ure

contains many examples of extremely limited seed disp e rsal from

parent plants ( Friedman a n d Orshan, 1975; Herner , 1975a).

Table 3 .

Proportion of Bassia , Ha l ogeton and other seeds " trapped "
on 10 x 15 em metal p l a t es on th e h i ll site ; along t h e
ecotone between Bassia and Ha logeton vegetation and 3 m
on eith er side of this eco t one row . There were 20plates
in each ro\v .

Proportion of
Seeds
Bassi a
Halogeton

East Row

Ecotone

Hest Rmv

. 915
. 255
. 0 33
. 041
• 737
. 967
. 044
. 008
0
Other spe cies~----------~~~~-----------~~~--------~~~---------t -4 . 05
t-1. 78 n . s .
t-5 . 9 6
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The seemingly short dispersal distances can par tly be attributed
to the presenc e of a polygonal soil surface structure with cracks up

to s e vc-;ral centimeters d e e p separating the pe ds.

See ds blO\m

along the surfa ce will usually fall into a crack after moving only
20-30 em, preventing further movement.

A high percentage of plants

which successfully establish in spring are found emerging from
these cracks (Figure 6).

The explanation for thi s seedling

distribution may simply be that most of the seeds end up in the
cracks; or the cracks may provide a more favorable germination-

establishment microenvironment (see page 91 for further discussion).

Seed germination
One possible reason for persistence of the adjacent pure
stands of vegetation, allowing for some dispersal into the bordering

stand, might be dif fere nc es in germinability of the t,.m seed species.
Heterogeneity in soil surface microenvironmental conditions might
favo r germination of one species or the other from point to point
Hithin the annuals community .

One species could be screened from

a n area by an inability to germinate there.

Both a lab and

field inves tiga tion were done to study germination behavior under

different conditions.

Under simulated moi s ture stress

In the laboratory preliminary t ests in petri dishes showed that
Bassia seeds germinated freely (90-95 percent) in tap water, as did
Haloge ton black seeds after a 6 week cold-moist treatment (Cronin,
1973).

This experiment investigated germinability through time at

different levels of water potential and in sodium chloride (ionic) and
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Figure 6 .

Close-up photograph of soil s urface shm1ing pattern
of emergence of Halo get on s e edlings . Most plants
emerge from t h e cracks bet«een polygonal soil
surface p eds.
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polyethylene glycol (chemically inert) solutions .

Figures 7 and

8 and Table 4 summarize results and present statistical analysis

f or thi s exp e riment.

From the graphs it is evldent that germination

takes longer in the lm; water potential solutions (-15, -20 bars);
that soditun chlorid e permits a higher germination percent than
polyethylene glycol, and tha t the general trend in germinability for
both species is about the same .

The fa ctorial a nalysis of variance, Table 4, supports the latter

point, indicating no significant differenc e in germin ability
o f th e two speci es.

Differences in all of the oth e r main effects

tvere h ighly significant , hmvever, aS vrere several of the interaction
terms.

Significan t differences due to time (63 vs 97 hours) and

o smotic pressure (-5

to -20 bars) were to b e expected, given the

slower imbibition rat e at lotver 'tvater potential, but the difference
due to the two chemicals is more in teresting.

Several authors (Parmar and Moore, 1966; Wood, Knig ht and
Young, 1976; Young et al., 1968) have germinated seeds in polyethylene
glycol and/or sodium chloride solutions.

Due to its chemical inert-

ness polyethylene glycol usually gives higher germination percentages
than does the sometimes toxic sodium chloride.

Contrastingly, these

halophytic species germinated significantly better in salt solutions.
This salt enhancement of germination may have some phy siological
ba sis in seed germination processes.
Several s ign i fi cant interaction terms support and clarify the main
e ff ec t diff erences.

There are differences in species response to

osmoti c pres s ure, time, and chemical effects as three of the interaction
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Table 4 .

Analysis of variance for seed germination percentages
of Bassia and Halo ge ton in relation to wat e r poten tial
of solution s of sodium chloride or polyethyl e ne glycol
chrou~h t _i me; at 61 a11d 97 hour.s af t er i Elwcrs.ion
:in t ile vario us solut.i.ons ~
n;;:; 5 for .:.1ll treatment
comb inations .

Source of
variation
(T)

Degrees of

Nean

freedom

squares

F
value

1

2873 . 03

Species (S)

1

265 . 23

Chetttical (C)

1

3010.23

27 . 96**

Osmotic Press ure (OP)

3

46739.09

434 .18**

Time

26 . 69**
2 . 47n.s.

T

X

s

1

30 . 6 3

0 . 28n . s .

T

X

C

1

7. 23

0 . 07n . s .

T

X

OP

3

1324 . 1,9

s

X

C

1

235 . 23

s

X

OP

3

1693. 36

15.73**

c

X

OP

3

1688.49

15.69 **

s

X

C x OP

3

1122.83

10 . 43**

T

X

C x OP

3

126.69

1.18n . s .

T X S XC

1

50 . 63

0.47n.s.

T X S X OP

3

339 . 96

3. 16*

3

1 78 . 09

1.65n.s.

Error

128

107 . 65

Total

159

1131.39

s

X

C

X

T

X

OP

n.s. =not signif icantly di f f e rent (P >0 . 05).
* significant at th e 97 . 5% confiden ce l evel .
** = significant at the 99 . 9% confidence l evel .

12 . 30**
2 . 19n . s .
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t e rms incorporating specie s were significanta

Several other

inte r act ions involvi ng species were not significant.

Th e other

Lot· ,::;b I e sign i.ficcu:t interac t i on is ch em-L c al x osmot ic p ress u re ,
i n d -L c a t i n g tha t g e r mination re s ponse was not the sa me in the ttvo

che mical solutions at different levels of osmotic pressure.

In the field

Corroboration of the above lab experiment on seed germination
is provided by results of a field experiment in which Saran mesh
packets

~<ere

buried at one and three centimeter depths.

The data

in Table 5 evide nce a very low and fairly uniform percentage recove ry
of hard seeds.
to fall out.

Mesh size of the packets l>aS too small for seeds
Conside rable care «as taken to locate all hard seeds

tvithin each seed packe t.

During this process of microscopic

exa mination nume rous s e ed coat s tvere found, indicating germination

had o ccurre d; thus it can be inferred that the fetv remaining
hard s e e ds l<ere th e only one s wh i ch had failed to g e rminate.

The only "trend 11 in the data, if it can be called that, is
tha t a few more Bassia seeds were recovered from the Halogeton
v e getation type..

The differenc e s betv.r een Bassia and Halogeton

are not statistically significant.
Taken toge the r these experiments on seed germination under
lab and field conditions provide substantial evidence that there

are no important differences in gerrninability of the ttvo species
under the test conditions .

Persistence of adjacent pure stands of

Bassia and Halogeton cannot be attributed to an inability of

one species to germinate in the other vegetation type.
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Table 5 .

Hean number of hard seeds ( ± one sta ndard de viation)
recovered from Saran mes h packets huried in th e so il
nL l anJ J

.~:r.l

depUts in n0cE>mbc r, 197L,, and rP:co··.:c rcd

in Hay , 1975 .

n

= 3 f or each treatiilent comb i na tion;

each pac ket contai n ed 100 seeds Hh e n buri ed so number

recovered equa ls p ercent re covered .

Vegetation Type

Bassi a
Depth

Halogeton

Seed species
Ba ssia

Seed species
Bassi a

Haloget o n

1 centimete r

2 . 3±2 . 1

2. 7±2.1

4.3±3. 5

3 centimeters

2.7±1 . 5

3.0±1.0

7.7±9.9

Seedling establis hment

HaJoge ton

. 7±1. 2
0

succes~

Natural populations of plants gro"ing f rom seed are mos t like l y
to suffer mortal ity during the establishme nt phase of the life
cycle (Harper , 1 967) .

At t h is stage the plant must begin photo-

synthesis as see d e nergy r eserves are nearly exhausted;

its root

has not y e t pene trated deep ly enough to insure a reliable water
s up ply, and anatomically it has not hardened s uff ici ently to b e
ex tremely resistant to physi cal stresses .

The microenvir onmen t

about the see dl ing is extremely important in determinin g whethe r
establi shment will occur.
l.J'ith the above ideas in mind, r es ults of the experimen t on

seedling estab l ishment are quite informative.
seeds \vere sovm o n to the soil

On December 20, 1974,

surface of marked quadr ats \Vh ic h had
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been covered during th e fall seed dispersal period.

On l!ay 16,

1975 , th ese quadro.tt:> He r e censused for establis hment.
Figure 9 summarizes these data for the four study sites and
Table 6 presents

x2

valu e s for these data.

Germination studies

in the lab and field, as just related, indicated a uniformly high
germinability (92-97 percent) for both species under test conditions.
Assuming this occurred the null hypothesis tested here t<as that
establishment success was equal for both species.

Only in the

Halogeton vegetation type of the fence site was there no significant
difference. between total numbers of Bassia and Halogeton plants
estab lished.

This site also had the lm•est establishment percent,

indicating it was most "severP...

11

In all other study areas either

Ba s sia or Halogeton estab lish ed significantly better than the
oth e r species .

In general, establishment success of Halogeton was

better than that of Bassia; only on

t\.JO

areas {Bassia vegetation

on hill and fence sites) did Bassia estabLish significantly better
than Halogeton.
On the hill site, each vegetation type received an additional
group of seeds which had been treated with the fungicide Captan.
Greater establishment of Captan treated seeds would have been

an indication that fungal decay decrement ed numb ers of viable,
untreated seeds.
performing a

non-captan

2

x

This was not the case though, and after
test for indepdendence on c.aptan treated vs.

trea ted seeds, which indicated homogeneous data, the

data were combined for other statistical tests.
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Table 6.

x2

value s testing establishment and summer survival

success for smYn Bassia and Halogeton seeds in dm2

quadrats in different vegetation
beginning and end of the growing
n = 10 fo r sage and fence sites,
and 20 for hill site . Degrees of

types at the
season in 1975.
15 far bare site,
fr e edom eq uals one

in all cas es.

Site

Hill
(Cap tan
data
pool ed )

Vegetation
Type

May 16

August 31

Interaction

Interaction

x2

x2

246. 0*''
Bassia

Halogeton

211. 8*''
115. O''*
97. 7>'<*

58.1;"*

188. 9"''
6.1>*

F enc e

Bassia

Halogeton

18.8*''
1.1 n .s .

14 . 2**
2. 3 n . s .
0.4 n. s.

Sage

0 . 7 n. s .

Op en
(Hal ogeton) 81. 6**
Sage
110 . 6''*

34.0'"'
35. 0*''

Hi xed

82 .1''*

Bare

175.6'"'

n.s . =not significantly different (P>0.05).
*'' significan t at 99.5% confidence l eve l.
* = sir,nificant at 97 . 5% confidence level.
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2

Three more X

t ests , for independ e n ce or i nt eraction ,

\~·ere

done u s ing a ll the data from the hill, fence, and sage sites to

test if establishment behavior of th e two species «as the same
in both vege tation type s of each site.

For both hill and fence

sites th e t es t was significant, indicat i ng that the species

establishe d with different degrees of success in th e two vegetation
types.

For the sage sit e , the test showed no intera ction ; that is,

both species es tablish ed to the same extent near the sage brush
canopies a nd in open ar eas aHay from sagebrush .

The same

x2

tests using data from August 31, 1975, of

repeated observations of these plots generally had lm•er
values (Table 6) .

This indicates that differences within the

quadrat s, in t erms of numb ers of plants growing the r e , had diminished

through th e summer.

In nearly all cases these l essened differences

were due to a greater mort a lity of th e more abundantly established
species in t he various vegeta tion types (Table 7).

This is not

unexpected as an individual of the dominant species l;>lill experience

a great e r degree of intraspecif ic competit ion , having more

neighbor s of the
resources .

same s pecies whi ch r e quire essentially the same

Contrastin gly, the subordinate species survives better,

presumably due to l ess competitive stress , assuming its r.esource
r e quirements a re somewhat different fr om the dominant species .

Ho st interesting, though, are the r elative amounts of establishment and s urvival success by the two species shm'ln in Table 7.

Table 7.

2

Total plants established in dm quadrats on May 16 , 1975 from seed sm;n in December , ~q7 5;
numbers of plants s urviving to August 30, 1975; numbers dying and percent dying th ro ugh
the summe r. Each quadrat was sm;n t<ith 100 seeds of each species. n = 10 for al l
vegetation types except bare, in tvhich n = 15 quadrats.

Site

Vegetation Type

Hill

Bassia
Bassia (captan)
Halogeton
Halogeton (captan)

Fence

Sage

Bare
Total s

Bassia
Halogeton
Open ( Halogeton)
Sage
Mixed

Total Plants Present
May 16
August 31
Bassia Halogeton Bassia Halogeton

Number Dying
Through Summer

Pe rcen f.: Dy ing
Thr ough Summer

Bassia Halogeton

Bas s ia Halogeton

215
222
12
14

125
113
159
100

97
91
12
10

20
9
104
48

118

105
104
55
52

55
59
0
29

84

131
0
4

63
4

22
8

35

9
6

28
3

13
2

41,
75

59
25

6
4

100
124

6
2

51
66

0
2

49
58

0

50

49
47

36

268

20

133

16

135

44

50

576*

10191<

271•*

446•'<

302

5 73

Overall Percent Dying: 5?.

56

l

92

35
52

*Significant at 99 . 9% confidence level .

.._,

'"'
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Overall perce nt mortality for the t\vo speci es i s similar , 52

percent for Bassia versus 56 percent f or Halogeton , but the
.:1LsoJuLe nuri<.hc r s involved a r·e quite dif feren t .

Only 576 13<.lss.ia

p lan ts b ecame establi s h e d but 1019 Halo ge ton plants did ; a tl•ocell

x2

tes t s h m•s thes e numbers to be significantly different

at th e 99.9 p ercent confidence l evel .

TI1 e year-end values of 274

Bassia v e rs u s 446 Halo get on s urviving are also significantly
different at the 99.9 p ercen t confidence l evel.

TI1Us, a l though

equal numbers of see ds of both species we r e smvn into various
si te s in t h e fie ld, about l. 8 times more Halogeton plants established
anrl survive d to maturity than did Ba ssia plants .
The me an number of plants established per squ are decimete r
quadrat is also equal to percent e stab lishment as the r e He r e 100
seeds of each species in each qua dr a t ( Figure 9).

1ne low

establishme nt, averag i ng 8 p e rcent ov e r all quad rats a nd
r a n gin g from 0.4 t o 22 p erc e nt, indicates that a very

large portion of se e ds in so il never b e come establi s hed as plants.
Hatly of these seedlin gs eme rge from soil only to di e within a
s hort time thereafter.

On Hay 16, wh en firs t count s of plant

es tabli shment were made , n early all of the quad rat s contained

e videnc es of f rom t'vo to five times as many dead seedlings
as l ive plants.

Cronin (1 965 ) documents this high establis h-

men t mortality for Halogeton.

Drought tol erance
Durin g the estab lishment phase and throughout t h e grow th
cyc l e th e abi lity to tole rat e drou ght is partic ularly importan t

81
for survival of plants in arid areas .

Distribution s of many

sp e cies arc limite d by in suff i cie nt amounts of \Yater at some
cri.tic;.Jl

ph.:::.~ e

o f the grm.Jt h cycle .

H.:1 l oget on' s succul e n t habiL

\vas a clue to a possibl e ability to wit hstand moisture st res s .

Ta bl e 8 summa riz es the r es ult s of th e comparative study on

drought tolerance b e tween Bass ia and Haloge ton.

The data

verify Halogeton ' s presumed drought tolerance, in that its
s urvival percentage t-Tas ahvays g r eat er for treatments in ,;vhich

it with st ood more days of drought a nd in which the minimum soil
water percent content was lo\ve r than for the comparable Bassia
trea tment .

The data on plant dry weights are more difficult to interpret
and are confounded by den sity effects, as af t er the water stress
period pots had different n umbers of s urvivors .

All plants

gr ew abo ut the same l e ngth of time from seed ( s ix to seven wee ks)
a nd

each of the drough t tre atments received water at the " control"

rate for two weeks after the end of its drought .
of Bassia and Halogeton

11

control

11

Since dry weigh ts

plants were not greatly different ,

one might assume t hat dry weight of comparab l y droughted pl ants
s hould als o be similar .

This was not t he case as dry weights

of droughted Halogeton plants were significantly less than those
.for Bass ia.

Th ese difference s may simply have been due to the fact
t hat the pots containing Halogeton were mo r e crmvded, since

fewer had die d during the drought pe rlod , and therefore each
plant gre;; less .

Another explanation might be that the Bassia
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Table 8 .

Duration of drought treatment s , minimum 1.vater contents
( gravimetric) , survival percentaees and mean plant

dry ,.eights at harv es t (2 "eeks afte r termination of
drought and 6 to 7 weeks after seed sowing) for
Bassia and Halogeton grown in pots in the greenhouse

during Sept ember and October, 1975. n = 4 for all
treatments and each pot initially contained 25
plants . Means followed by the same letter are not
significantly different at the 95 percent confidence
level using Duncan 's multiple range test.

Duration

of drought
Species
(days)

Mean minimum
soil water
percent content
( ± one standard

l1ean

Mean dry

survival
weight per
percent
plant at
( ± one stan- harvest

dev iation)

dard deviation)

(mg)

Bassia

0
10
12
14

15
2 .9 ± .2
2.5±.2
1. 9±. 3

100
ill±11.9
72±22.4
0

11, 3a
116a
128a

Halo geton

0
16
18
20

15
2 .6± .1
2.1± . 2
1. 7± . 1

100
97±3 . 8
95±3.8
87±1 3 . 0

125a
56b
6lb
41b
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plants , despite th ei r susceptibility to mortality, were mor e

r es ilient and resume d normal growth rates more rapidly than did

explanat ion could be that t he longer and drier dro ught treatmen ts
Halogeton ..;.;rithstood caused its rate of recovery to be slower,

perh a ps due to greater physiological dysfunction .

A combination

of the above hypotheses may explain most of Halogeton's relatively
poor recovery from drought.
Soils analyses
Several t ypes of analy ses were performed on soils , mainly
from the hill site, to compare parameters in the Bassia and

Haloge ton vegetation types which might correlate <>ith the above
differences in seedling establishment success and drought tolerance.
An additional aspect tvas an investigat ion of the role of cracks

b e tween soil s ur face polygonal peds in relation to seedling
germi na tion and see d burial .

Profile descriptions and

analytical data
Appendix

B contains descriptions of soil profiles in the

Bassia and Halogeton vegetation typ es on the hill site.

Generally

the t«o profiles are similar and display little development of
distinct horizons.

Noticeable dissimilarities are -most pronoun ced

at the soi l surface Hhere seed ling establishment occurs.
The Bassia surface is covered <>ith a thin litt e r layer which is
l a r gely a bsent under Halogeton vege tation.
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The surface horizon under Halogeton contained numerous gas-

fill e d vesicles to a de pth of 3-6 em l'hich were not present under
Bussia ve get aL.Lon.

B la c kbu1~n

and Ska u (19 74) di s cuss severa l

c ha racteristics of surficial vesicular horizons \>1hich adversely

affect plant establishment and which

I'

ill b e considered later.

A moderate fine platy structure accompanied the vesicular hori zon
and is likely more of an impediment to roo t penetration than the
subangular blocky-fine granular struct ure present under Bassia.
These comments also apply to the soil surface on the fence site as
observations there shO<;ed definite similarities to the hill site .
The l'hole profile for Bass ia soil is generally darker than
the Halogeton profile , perhaps due to a higher percent organic
carbon under Bassia and high exchangeable sodium p e r cent under
Halogeton.

Both profiles are calcareous throughout , its abundance

increasing with dep th .
Analyti cal data.

Samples of soil l'ere collected from three

depths for ti'O different profiles in the two vegetation types
of t h e hill site for analysis regarding several pertinent parameters.
Table 9 present results of these analyses , wherein the mean is
listed for the t wo profiles in each vegetation type; values from
the t\·/O profiles Here very clos e so the means have very low
variances.

There are several striking differences in these data
considerinr; the profil es are no more than 10 to 12 meters d istant .
The h igh exchangeable sodium percent and bulk den sity and lm;
percent organic carbon for the Halogeton surface soil collectively

Table 9 .

Resul ts of tests on various soil physical and chemical parameters . Each datum is Lhe
mean value f r om two diffe r ent profiles in eac h vegetation type , except for bulk
density , in which four samples were taken .

Soil type
and dep t h

Bulk
density

Percent
organic

carbon

Exchangeable
mmhos/cm
sodium
percen t
EC
e

Base
satu ration

percent

CEC

pH

-- --

Bassia Soil
0- 3 em

. 89± . 13''
(0- 5 em)

14- 15 em
29- 30 em

3.4

1

1.1

60

16 . 4

7. 7

1.7
1. 4

2
2

0. 6
0 .6

53
64

17 . 5
14.3

7. 8
7. 7

1.5

16 . 5

1.7

44

10 .9

8. 5

0.8
0.7

13 .5
55

0.9
14 . 3

38
41

10.9
11.3

8. 7
7. 8

Halogeton Soi l
0- 3 em
14-15 em
29 - 30 em

1.16± . 11*
(0-5 em)

'' Means signif icantly different at t he 99 percent confidence level.

co

<.n
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provide eviden ce for an un favorable seedling estab li shment microenviro nment.
~wUium at\.~

Soils tvith more t han fifte e n percent exchangeable

cl.:1sslfled as so die. (Ha uS<:!Llbuiller , 19 72) and cre.::tte

considerable problems for grm•th of most plants .

The principal

effect here is unfavorab l e s ur face phy sica l prop erties created
by di spersion of clay and def locculation of soil colloidal
particles.

This c reates a dense , imp enetrab le surface crust

'"h ich is less p e rmeable to air and water an d greatly hinders
eme rgence of see dlings .

Although bulk density was significa n t ly greater a t the
Halogeton soil s urface , the measurement probably does no t refle ct
the dif ference present at th e microsit e l evel , since b ulk de nsity
was averaged over the upp er five centimete rs of soil.

It is

generally accep ted that Halogeton act s as a " sodium pump" by
accumul ating high concentrations of sod :ium in it s tissues \vh i ch ar e

leach ed to t he surface soil upon d ecomposit ion of litter (Kinsinger
and Ecke r t , 1961) .

Thus an exchangeable s odium pe rcent age and

concomitant bulk de ns it y for the topmo s t centimeter or halfce nt imete r of Halogeton soil might produce considerably greate r
values than t hose shown in Table 9.

Th ese data would more closel y

r e pre sen t the microenvironment at a scale re l evant to seedling
eme r gence and establishment , and would contras t even more sharply

with th e data from the Bassia soil.

By comparison, the Bassia so i l

s urface parameters of exchangeab l e sodium pe rcent , bul k de nsity
and pe rcen t organic carbon c h aracterize a favorable site for

seedling estab li s hmen t.
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Dissimilarities are evident in the other parameters but their
magni tude is such as to make them unimportant, regarding seedling
L'S

tablishmeu t , r elative to the par arne te rs j ust discu sse d .

To the 30 em dept h it is evident tha t the soil profiles
have a different chemistry throughout.

All measured parameters

indicate the Bassia profile should be more favorable to plant
grO\;th, with its lower pH and electrical conductivity and higher
cation exchange capacity and base saturation percent.

By comparison,

the Halogeton profile is sadie throughout with ionic salts becoming
a definite problem at the 30 em depth.

Nutrient availability

he re -;vill be lower due to the lmver organic carbon percent, base
saturation percent and cation exchange capacity.

Field "ater potential
To see jf the previously described differences in drought
tolerance of the species might relate to their distribution in
the field, a series of measurements of soil water potential was

taken in the pure vegetation types of the hill site.

Psychrometers

buried at a 12 em depth showed sharply contrasting patterns of
soil water potential during the summer of 1975.

Figure 10

summarizes the field data and plainly shows the much drier
condition of the Halogeton soil from the end of June onward.
During the middle part of June (20-26) water potential under
Halogeton is rapidly decreasing, but is not as lot< as in the Bassia
vegetation.

These data were separated into two groups, with June 26 being
the dividing point, and statistically tested using analysis of
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Figure 10 .

Seasonal tre nU of so il water pot en t ial at 12 em depth
on the hil l s ite in Bassia (0) and Halo geton (X)

ve ge tation.
2 to 4.

n for each samp l e point vari es from
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covariance techniq ue s , with Julian dat e being the covariate.

This improved the resolution of the analysis by r emoving variation
common to both sites due to the summer- long trend of soil water

depletion.

The analyses sh01<ed at the 99.9 percent confidence

level , that the Halogeton soil was significantly wetter t han the
Bassia soil prior to June 26, but significantly dri er after this
date.
Recalling the results of the drought tolerance experiment ,
it would seem that the less drought resi stan t Bassia would
have a more difficult time growing in the drier Halogeton soil.
Seed production also might be diminished here since seed is not
produced until the end of summer, the driest part of the year .
A fairly reasonable explanation can be advanced for the
wetter Halogeton soil in mid-June .

importance here :

There are

t\\1'0

factors of

th e first is the h igher elevation (30-60 em) of

the Halogeton site ; the second is the presence on the Bassia site

of a luxuriant stand of the early-maturin g Descurainia .

Relatively

abundant soil '\Yater early in the grmving season would allow

capillary movement to the higher Halogeton si t e ,
it relatively wetter.

~aintaining

In additio n, the rapidly growing Desc urainia

Here likely transp iring

significant amounts of water from the

Bassia site in order to comp l ete their life cycle in early July .
Soil temp e rature
Concomitant with the

Hater

potential differenc es in the

t\V'O

sites were soil temperature differences as shown in Figure 11.

The
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grap h s hoHs readings t a ken around midday , for the sak e o f
c l arity .
l to

zo~

But :i.t ,.,ra s evident that Bassia soils we re a lmost always
couler t h a:1 the iL1logeton so i l s, reg.:trd less o f th e tlme

of d ay the r e adings were tak e n .

An analy sis of c ovar-iance similar

to the one just de sc ri bed , 'vit h Julian dat es as the covar iate ,
s howe d soil t emperatures to b e signficant ly different at th e 97.5
percent confidence l eve l.

The o ve r a ll adjusted mean s were 20 . 2

and 19.0°C for the Haloget on and Bassia soils, resp ec tively.

This

s light, but significant , difference is anoth er indica tion of the
more advantageous Ba ssia soil environmen t in r ela tion to plant
growth .

Comparison of c rack an d ped germination
sites
Figure 6 shm•s a distinctive p attern of seedl in g estab l ishment,
th e pre ponde rance of plants emergin g from the cracks between s oil

ped s ; this inves t igation a ttempted to measure differences in so il
temp e r at ure and wat e r potential b etween th e crack and ped
ge rmi nation s ite s.

The h ypothesis h e r e was that cracks served

as concentration zones for water from snow me lt and, as s u c h, would
provide coole r, tvetter germination sites l:Vith more friable
con s i s t e nce than a position at the same depth but under a soil p e d.
As stated earlier , bihourly sampling commen ced at th e en d of a
two day rainy p e riod fo llm•ed by a wa rming tr e nd.
An analysis of variance u s ing a block design to r emove
parallel variat ion in readings due to daily a nd hourly variation in
v..• ater potential at th e meas urement sites was not conclusive .
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Table 10 shows that t h rough t h e sampling period some of the
ps y chrome te r pairs showed no significant difference in wate r
p otett t i a l at t h e cra c k and p ec.l mi cros lles , 1vhi l e o Lh e r pa.-lr s

showe d cracks to be sig nifican t ly we tter or vice ver s a .

Ove rall

\vithin each v e g e tation type crack and ped mi crosi t e means were

not sign ific antly di fferent .

However , there was a significant

differe nce (P<O.OOl) ove rall in «a t er potential bet<>e e n th e t«o
vegetation typ es , th e Ha logeton sit es being wetter tha n the Bassia
sites .

This s uppor ts the 1 2 em depth wat er potential measurements

discusse d above , for mid-June .

Th e r e were no dete ctab le patterns

of difference i n soil temperatures .
Th e outcome of this investigation does not allmv generalization

abou t soil temperature or water pot ential a t c r a ck or ped rnicrosite
locations due to heterogeneity in the readings obt ained .
Consi de rab l y more sophis ticated sampling instruments an d technique s
migh t be able to demonst r ate more prono un ced differences b etJ;veen
crack and ped germinat ion sites, bu t the magnitude of diff e r ences
might not b e bio logically meaningful .

Point to point variation

in physical paramet e r s at th e s oil s urfa ce is great a nd undoubte dly
affects establ ishment s uc cess of pl ant species .
Photo g raph i c compar i sons of polygonaJ.
ped structures
It was not possibl e to make extremely quantitative comp aris ons
of posit ions of c racks between soil s urfac e ped structures due
to shadows on s ome of the pho t ographs and a slight difference in
sca l e for the two di f f erent years .

It was evident that th e r e was
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Table 10 .

Mean tvatcr potentia ls in crack and ped sites for four
pairs of psychro:n2tcrs in Bas::-: ia and Halogeton
vtgctation on the hill site . Readin gs ~vere taken
at bthourly intervals from Ju ne 20 t hrough 24,

19 75 .

Crack

Ped

Bassia Sites

L,

18.3
31.8
26.3
27.5

n. s.
n.s.

l7 . 4
25.9
27.9
29 . 0

Average

26 . 0

n.s.

25 . 1

1
2
3
4

8.8
5.6
28.9
32.8

*n.s.

*

n.s .

7.3
3.9
23.4
31.0

Average

19 .0

n. s .

16.4

l
2

3

n.s.
*1:

Halogeton Sites

''

~

significantly different at the 95% confidence level.
significantly different at the 99.9% confidence level.
n.s . =not significantly di fferent (P >0.05).

*''

~
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little change in the po s itions of cracks or the shap es of ped s
from 1974 to 1975 .

This i s to be expe ct ed « h e n it is r ea li ze d

LhaL Lhe cracks rep resent lines of \ve akness between the more

cohesive polygona l surface peds .

Once cl eaving along a given

line, desp it e swelling of clay s in fall and winter, it might b e
expec ted that the ori ginal cleava ge line «auld be maintained and
reinforced a lon g the o riginal lines of weakness between peds .
Hugie and Pas se y (1964) indi cate that on their s tudy sites
in the northe rn Utah-so uthern Idaho region the cracks between
surfa ce peds became l ess distinct through fall and winter but
did not clo se completely.

Their observations and my photographic

comparisons seem to indicate that cracks are fairly p e rmanent
struc ture s , at least from one year to th e next.

As s u c h they

wouJ d not cause many seeds to hecorne buried so deeplv in the soil
(3-6 em) t h a t s uc ce ssful emergence l<auld be prevente d th e follm;ing
spring .

Competition experiments

Fi e ld waterin g of plants
The ability of plants to r espond to supplement al moisture
can b e an index of their competitive ability, particularly if
one species responds wit h greater growth increases than another .

Results of th is experime nt, conducted along the Bassia-Halogeton
ecotone of the f e nce site, are informative regarding field growth
b e havior in a dry y ear

(1974).
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Figures 12, 13 and 14 present r esults of this wat e ring
exp e rime nt tvit h i nforma tion on plant density, per pl ant dry weigh t ,
.:..~.Lc!

ctc .Y

·.~·cj~hL

per squ3.·re d eci11!Cte r, r espectively .

All t hree

f i gures reve al the striking respons e of Halogeton to added \-lat e r .

Bas s ia ' s response t o wa t er is a lmost undetectable, with only s li ght
differences in its de ns ity and biomass in wate red and unwatere d
plots .
Starting from comparable initial densities (Fig ure 12) on
June 26, the watered Halogeton pl a nts show a much slo«e r rate of
density decline than any of the other treatme nts.

Table 11 shows

r esults of analysis of variance of this de nsit y data, all thre e
of the main effe cts bei ng significant.

Time of harves t caused a

signi fica nt di ffer e nc e in den si t y as did the waterin g treatmen t,
and the

t\~~o

plant spe cies .

The only significant int e raction term

was t h e H·ater x species t erm , tvhich is unde r standable due to the
dissimilar density res ponses of watered Bassi a and Hal o ge ton plants.

Figu·re 13 provides more evidence of Ha logeton ' s s trong response
to wa t e r in that individuals were able to acc umulate significantly
greater dry we ight biomass , from essentially
weights .

si~ilar

init ial

Ana ly s is of variance on th ese data showed al l of the

main ef f ec ts and intera ction terms, including the three-...ray
interaction , to be significant .

The significant time x water and

tlme x s pecies interacti ons may be due to the seemingly strange
be ha vior of the watered Bassia plants.

The Bassia pattern of

weigh ts (Figur e 13) i s likely an artifact due to the des tructi ve
sampling proce dure.

At each sample period, plants we r e harvested
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\'abJ_c Jl .

Nta1y .~i.s

of. varii..lHC.:C fo"i" plant

deasit i t~S

?

in dn -

quadr3ts in the fi e ld for 83SRia and Haloge ton ,
through time and with o r lvritho ut suppleme ntal
watering .

Source of

variat ion

Degrees of
freedom

Mean

squares

F

value

Time (T)

5

605.80

21. 87*

Water (IJ)

l

433.59

15. 65*

Specie s ( S)

1

1868.81

67 .44 ''

T

X

W

5

54.19

1.95n. s .

T

X

S

5

5. 72

0.21n. s .

H

X

S

1

318. 34

T

X

H

5

19.18

Error

428

27.70

Tot al

451

41.75

n . s.

*

~

X

S

~not significantly different (P >O.OS).
significant at the 99.9 % confidence level.

11. 49*
0 . 69n.s.
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from new plots, and this

bet~;een

plot variability seemed particularly

high f o r t he wa t e red Bass i a tr ea t me n t .

In

contra ~ t,

llal oee ton ' s

g rO\.J th respo n se to Hate r i s v ery cons pi c uo us .

Figure 14

~;as

generated from Fi gures 12 and 13 by multiplying

density times per plant dry

~;eight.

It shows even more markedly

the dominance of the watered Halogeton plants on a grams per

squa re decimeter bas is , due to slowest rate of density decline
and highest per plant biomass.

Again, there are no

noticeable

trends in the other treatments.

Growth chamber studies
Although the experimental design and the methods used in the
t\vo growth chamber competition studies \..rere the same, the experimental factors being investigate d were different .

In the first

st udy stands of plants were either pure Bassia or Halogeton or
of three intermediate proportions .

In mixed pots seeds were

either smvn at the same time or one seed species

sown eight

t.Jas

days earlier or later than the other, and plants were erown about

119 day s from see d to harves t.

All plants we re grown in soil wh ich

h ad been co llec ted '"here both species grew common l y .
In the s econd study plants were grown on t h e

tHO

different

s oils from the h ill site in pure stand s or in a mixed stand with
e qual numbers of both species.

The other experimental factor

\-Jas three levels of increasing tvater availabi l ity .

were on ly grown 57 days from seed to harvest .

These plants
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Timing-proportions study.

The objectives of th is study were

to i nv<e st:lgate the eff ec t on plant dry weight production of different
stand p1·oporc juus aud to see i f an 8- day d iffere nce in Llme: of
gratvth ini tiation Hould influence dry weight \vhile in competition
with the other species.

These objectives have realistic field

implications in that certain areas of veg etatio n happen to have
dif fe ren t r at ios of the

t't.J'O

species growing p roximate to each other ;

ad jacent germination microsites, coupled with dissimilar germination
requirements , could easily allmv one species to comme nce grmvth

eight days ear lier or later than the oth e r .
Figure 15 summarizes result s of this expe rime nt, measured

in milligrams dry weight per plant, for Bassia , and Figure 16
presents the same information for Halogeton.

In both figures

a~ross

the timing axis,

the pure stand pots have been graphed

for clarity, though these pots only contained one species and hence
had no timing aspect .

Po ints 'tYith the same l et ter are not

significantly different at the 95 percent confidence level by
Duncan ' s multiple range tes t.

The results show, for Bassia , that t he proportion of plants
in pots wa s very important in affecting mean plant dry weight;
that is, pot s con t aining few Bassia plants had much larger plants .
Over the 119 days that the plants were grown the eight day
differential in seed sm<ing h ad almost no effect.

The most

interesting thing, though, is that the pure stand plants were

l ess productive than any of the mixed pot treatments .

That is to

say, for Bas sia, interspecific compet ition was les s intense than
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intraspecific competition since individuals were able to accumulate
more \vci_ght ,.,-hen grot..rn with Halo geton .

The results for Halogeton mlxcd pots in Figure 10 are not
surprising after con sidering Bassia ' s behavior.

Hal oge ton shows

only s l ight r esponse to the differing proportions , implying that
in all ca ses it fac ed stiff competi tion.

This is evident by

comparing the millig r am scales for the two fig ures ; it immed iate l y
becomes apparent that mean Halo geton weights ranged from about onefifth to one- tenth of t ho se for Bassia.

Th e data provide a clear

indication of the competi tive superiority of Bassia unde r the

growt h ch amber co nd itions.
Th i s strong evidence cannot b e exp l ained away \-lith suppositio n

that the growth chamber co nditions were i nhe r en tly un fav orabl e
to Haloge ton .

By comparing dr y weights of plant s in pure stands

for t he species , it is demon strated that Ha logeton was signi ficant ly
mo re productive than Bassia ( x

=

238 vers us 198 mg per plant).

Thus the compet itive s uperio r ity of Bassia is real and may b e due

to an

advan ~age

in roo t funct i on .

There seemed to be l it tle

differential due to competit i on for light as Halogeton plants
in t h e middle of pot s , closely s urrounded by other plants, gr ew
as we ll as those at th e freque ntly more open edges of pots.

The

evidence seems to point to the ability of Bassia to usurp soil
r es ources to the de triment of Haloge ton's g rowth .

The statistical an a lysis of Ta ble 12 s upports the evidence
shmm in the t wo figures.

Th ere \<ere highly significant diff e r ences

( P<<O . 001) due to th e species and proportion s of pl ants in pots,
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Table 12.

Analysis of variance for mean plant dry <ve i ght
comparing Bass i a and Halogeton plants grmvn in
mixed stands of three proportions, Hith seeds of one

species sown at the same time or eight days earlier
or later than the other species .

There were four

replicates per treatment combination and 36 plants
per pot .

Source of
variation

Degrees of
freedom

!1ean
s qu ares

Species (S)

1

1.72

Timing (T)

2

4.24

Proportion (P)

s
s

X
X

T

2
2
2

p

T

X

p

s

X

T

X p

6.14

l,. 50
3.67

F
value

5456 . 06*
0 .13n. s.

X

10- S

X

10- 2

194.87*

X

10- 3

14.28*

X

10- 2

116. 30*

4

3 . 56

X

10- 4

4

l. 85

X

lQ-)

Error

3.15

X

10- 4

Total

2. 75

X

1()

-2

n.s . ~n ot significantly different (P >0 .0 5).
*-significantly diff erent at the 99 . 9% confidence l eve l.

5. 89*
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but no significant difference due to the timi ng of seed sowing .
It seems that over a fairly long growth p e riod (119 days ), the
eiglt t day di. ff erence in see d sowlng was uot v ery important.

However , Halogeton did re spond '"'ith marginally noticeable gro...,th
difference s due to the timing effect , as indicated by the
significant species x tim:ing interaction .

The significant species

x proportion interaction was to be expected and the s ignificant
three-tvay interaction is not surprising, due to the complex

r esponse surfaces of the species.

The pure stand pots were not

included in this analysis, as they would have made the design
unbalanced since there tvas no timing factor in their treatment .
Their analysis toJas run separate ly wit h mixed pots in which seeds
were sown at the same time, so that the design would be b a lanced.

These F-test s indicated the same results as Table 12.
So"lls-,mte ring leve ls study .

Additional factors investiga t ed

in this experiment Y1ere the r esponses of the ttvo species when

grown on the two contrasting soils from th e hill site an d to
increasing water availability,
There

\V"aS

w~en

grown in a growth chrunber.

only one propor tion of mixed po ts here and pl ants \>lere

groHn only 57 days .
Early in the experiment a striking difference became
apparent in growth of both species on the two soils.

Figures

17 and 18 show pure stand Bassia and Halogeton plant s from
the contrast ing soils after about one month's growth .
Both spec iP.s made greater groHt h on th e Bass .la soi l .

This is

not surprising recalling d ifferences in soil chemistry s hown in

Table 9 .
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Plants were harveste d about three \ve eks la ter as i t
seemed observable differe nces b etween t rea tment combinations were
cLi.mi.nishing .

Figures 19 and 20 summarize th e r esult:s of this

study for Bassia and Halogeton , respectively.

It is apparent

that higher soil moisture content enabled Bassia to make significant ly greater growth, but there 'vere no
on the tt.Jo soils.

differences in production

Thus, the condition observed in Figure 17, after

one month ' s grotvth, disappeare d within the next month.

The greater

growth of Bassia in mixed stand, as found in the previous experiment, is again present.

Figure 20 shows for Halogeton that there was little groHth
increase at higher soil moisture content , although the pure
stand Halogeton grown on Bassia soil showed a slight response .
Halog e ton 1 s response to the soils 'vas significant inasmuch as
pu-re stand plants grown on Bassia soil grew more than those

on Halogeton soil.

The mixed pots did not show this and in fact

had a uniform, and extremely low, biomass pro due tion.

The much

greater growth of Bassia than Halogeton is again evident here,

but in this case the pure stand plants on Halogeton soil did not
make any bett er growth than did those grown with Bassia; however,
those in pure stands on Bassia soil were significantly more

productive than the mixed stand plants.

Thus, the suppression of

Halogeton's groHth by Bassia is not as evident in this study as
in the previous one..

This may have been due to the shorter period

of grm"th ( 57 vs 119 days) h ere.
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Tab l e 1 3 .

Analysis of variance for mean plant dry '"eight
comparing Ba ss i :1 and Ha lo g eton plants gr mvn on
t \·.'0 different soi.ls,

at: three

J.cv2~s o f

soil

moi s ture con t en t , and in p u r e or mixe d (l/2:1/2)
st an ds.

Th e r e we re four replicat e s pe r treatment

combination and 36 plants per pot.
Degrees of

Source of
variation

freedom

Sp e cies (S)

1

Proportion (P)

Soils (So)

F

Mean

value

squares

.20

911. 50***

1

3
8.44 X 10-

1

X

lo- 3

7.79**

X

10- 2

74.18**''

Ha ter (H)

1. 72
l. 65

38. 01***

So

X

p

1

5.14

X

10- 4

So

X

S

1

1.08

X

10- 3

4. 86''

10- 4

0.45n. s.

So
p

H

X

s

X

2

1.01

X

1

2 .97

X

10- 2

X

10- 4

2.32n.s.

133.92'"'*
1.42n.s.

p

X

H

2

3 .14

S

X

I<

2

1.28

X

10- 2

58.07''**

1

l. 32

X

10- 3

5.96''
0.33n.s.

So x p
So
p

X

s

*

H

X

H

X

s

So x

s

X

p

X

X

H

7.33

X

2

1.05

X

10- 3

4. 75*

2

4.55

X

10

2.05 n.s.

_,,

Error

74

2.22

X

10- 4

Total

95

3.41

X

10- 3

significant at the
significant at the
*** - significant at the
n . s. x not significantly
x

*'' -

2

l0- 5

95 percent confidence level.
99 percent confidence level.
99.9 percent confidence l evel .
diff e r en t (P >0. 05).
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Table 13 con ta:cn s r es ult s of the fa ct orial analysis of
varirtnce on th ese data. It supports the major points e v ident
trum the fig ure s , and also sho\.JS significant

cli ffe r·e~1ces

du e t o

soils an d the soi l s x species interaction; differenc e s o:;vhich

are not as obvious from visual inspection.

The significant int er -

actions are pretty much to b e expected, bas e d on the main effect
differences.

The significant three-t.Jay interactions require

more subtle interpretati on and are not as important in a field
context as are the o the r F-tests.

Seed Budget-Plant Demography Studies

St udies in this section d eal 1" ith estimate s of d ensitie s of

seeds o r plants at diffe r ent life cyc l e stages during the study
period.

The i r obj ective \vas to quantify seed-plan t d ynamics over

a tHo-y e ar pe riod in order to assess the magnit ude of vege tation

change from one year to the next, and to quantitatively apportion
annual seP.d produ ction into use categories to det erm ine the
manner in which each year ' s seed production is di ss ipat e d.

See ds

produce d one year t·lil l either lie dormant in the soil, germinate ,
decay, or be consumed t he s ubs eq ue nt year.

This study does not

deal with seed decay or conswnption but only considers dormant
see ds and th e fate of seeds which germinate .

So i l seed r eserves
A numb er of studies, u sua lly in an agronomic conte xt, h ave
found ve ry high nu mbers of viable seeds in soil, on the order of
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10

4

to 10

5

per square meter, through the dept h of th e plowed

l a y er (B rench l ey and Harington, 19 30; Kropac, 1966).

The purpose

o f th is invest i g ation was t o est imate nunbers of hard (and

there fore pres umably viable, according to Stoller and Hax , 1974)
seeds in soil to a 3 em d e pth in late June of 1974 and 1975.

This

time of year \\•as chosen since it was after essentially all

ge rmina tion had occurred but before any newly-produced seeds
had f allen.
yearly

Total annual seeds in soil are probably n ear

their

low at this time and h ence represent ungerminated seed

reserves]
Figure 21 summarizes these data on soil seed reserves by

vegetation type for the different study sites in 1974 and 1975.

Neither the bare site nor the open vegetation of the sage site
'aere sarnp l e d in 19 75 due to the excessive time required to process

samples.

It is evident that different sites have different

densities of see ds in soil; the most pronounced change is that 1975

d ensities are noticeably lower than those in 1974.

Only in the

Bassia vege tation of the hill si t e were there more seeds in soil
in 1975 th a n in 1974.

The fence site shows the greatest change

between years, 1975 de nsities are about one-seventh to one-e l eventh

as great as they were in 1974 for the Bassia and Halogeton
vegetation types , respective ly.

The only significant differences shown by analy sis of variance
of these da ta are the ones ju s t mentioned for the fenc e si te.
There were no statistically signi ficant differences

bet~veen

any

of the othe r means, probably due to the high within-treatment
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Bassia

Halogeton
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Halogeton

L__FENCE ___J
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l . . - -SAGE·___J

Hi x ed

L - -HILL - - - - '
Numbers of hard seeds per square meter to a 3 em depth on the various study site s
in 1974 and 1975 . For 1974 estimates n
10, for 1975 estimates n
7. Col umn s
with different letters above are significantly different at the 95 percent
confidence level using Duncan's multiple range test .
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v a riances .

Major and Pyatt (1966) in their review on buried

viable seeds state that polnt to point variability in number s of
seeds

l~

soil makes scatlstico l ly r a llab]_e

impossibility.

Further ,

sac~ling

a p1actical

they are \.J"a ry of non-normal da ta

distributions since in the field seeds t end to be aggregated
abo ut parent plants .

My data we re submited to the IV test for

norma lity developed by Shapiro and 1-lilk (Dunn and Clark, 1974)
an d \ve r e found to b e normally distributed, an assumption import ant
in pa r amet ric statistics.
Differences between sites within a year are to be expected
due to variable amounts of seed production, but the gen e rally

lower 1975 densities are a more substantial r esult .
Figure 22 pres ents estimates of densities of seeds in soil
by species on the study sites in 1974 and 1975 .

The " other "

d esign atio n combines both De sc ur a inia and Lepldium seeds.

On

all of the s ites except sage , Desc urainia was the major constitue nt

in thi s category.

For the hill, fence and sage sites, which contained

two disc rete types of vegetation , the seed densities have been

computed based on th e portion of the plot in «hich that species
occurred.

Roughly one-half of the fence site was dominated by

Bass ia and Descur ainia while the other half was dominated by
Halogeton.

Density of each species was computed based on total

number of seeds r ecovere d per unit area divided by the proportion
of the plot in which that species occurred .

This was considered

to be the most realistic way to estimate density .
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Coefficients of variation for the different species were
nn 1 h ~ o r d e r o f 5 0 t o 150 pcr c e tl t; beca u s e of this high variability
no statistical ana ly ses '>ver e attempted .

Th ere a r e , h mv ever ,

several interest ing aspects of these data.
species on each site had

Nearly all of the

lo,der densities of seeds in 1975, with

th e fence site suffering grea test declines .
The "other" species , Descurainia and Lepidium, did not produce
seed in

197L~.

Their lower 1975 values represent attrition due

to germination , decay or consumption without seed reserve replenishment .

On the hill site t he means indicate 24 percent of the "o ther '-'

seeds were lost in one year; on the fence and sage sites losses
\ver e 81 percent and 70 percent, respectively.

Similarly, Halogeton

produced no seed on the fence site in 197'• and its attrition
rate over one year was 93 percent.

Loss rates are likely related

to species ge rmination require ments; the drastic drop in numbers
of Halogeton seeds seems to indicate that they germinate freely,
as has alrea dy bee n r elated.

Nearly all of the Halogeton seeds

recovered were of the brmvn variety, which are nearly impossible
tu germinate unde r a variety uf l aboratory conditions; almost

none of the easily germinable black seeds were recovered.

Summer plant establishment
The objective of the 'vatering experiment conducted from
mid-July to mid-September in 1974 was to see if there was a
s ignific an t ge rmi nable reserve of seeds in the soil and to
estimat e its magnitude through counts of emergent seedlings .

Very
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low numbers of plants emerged during the course of the watering
treatme nt, and only during the first few \.Jeeks after its initiation .
lhc:

averR~e

number vf pl an ts er;:ergi u g Juring th e i. nit-L.::tl \.;ree ks

tvas abo u t one to two per each one-eigh t h square me ter quadrat .

These lol" rates of seedling emergence might be explained
by insufficient amounts of water available for seed germination .

The J>veekly addition of one inch eq uivale nt of "rain" might not

have raised soil water potential high enough fo r a long enough
time to allow germination .

No measurements \vere taken of soil

water content in these plots but the soil surface

damp for one to two days after water addition.

~vas

evidently

In the first two

weeks of September the frequency of \vatering '\vas increased to
tt.;ro one-inch applications per lVeek.

There was no emergence in

response t o the increased water availability .
Anoth e r explanation for lack of em2rgence could be t hat seeds
were dormant and would not germ.i.nate even \.J"ith water abundantly

available.

The high temperatures of mid-summer might be an

environmental cue related to a dormancy-enforcing mechanism preventing
germination .

Hhatever the reason for lack of emergence, data

in the previous section indicate there were numerous viable seeds

in the soil.

Seed exclos ures

Aa indication of the relative contribution to 1975 veg eta tion
by 1974-produced and pre-1974 produced seed is provided by results

of the seed exclosure experiment.

Areas of soil which were
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covered with cardboard boxes during the seed dispersal period in
1974 rec e ived no seed input.

Comparable adjacent areas received

a naluJ:al all o tme nt o f c;eed and diff e renc es b e t we en th e cove red
a nd uncovered quadrats are an index to the impact of 197Lt seed

production, in terms of plants established in 1975.

However, seeds

und er the boxes may have decayed more rapidly during th e fall.
Figure 23 summarizes these data from the covered and uncovered
qu a drats which had been watered during summer, 1974.

Data are

presented for only thr ee of the sites; densities on the fourth site
(fence) '"e re so near zero as to be not Harth graphing .

Each datum

in the figure is the mean of 30 subsamples from 10 different
quadrats, each quadrat containing three dm

2

subsamples.

The graphs plainly show for the initial sample date of May 26
that plant densities, on all sites, were much lower in the quadrats
which had been covered during the seed dispersal period.

The hill,

sage and bar e uncovered quadrats had 12.5, 28.5, and 14.9 times
as many total plants established as the adjacent covered quadrats.

This indicates that 1974 seed production generated the overwhelming
majority of plants which became established in 1975.
8,

L~ ,

and

Correspondingly,

percent of plants growing on the hill, sage, and bare

sites can be attributed to seed produced prior to 1974.

Seeds

of these species seem to have a short residence time in soil.
Supporting this idea, the fence area, which had lowest seed
production in 1974 also had lowest plant density in 1975.
There are evident differ ences in initial plant density
between the three study sites.

Dens ity on Nay 26 for the covered
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quadrats ranged from a

lo~1

of 10 Haloge ton plants per square meter

on the sage site to a high of 177 Bassi a plants on the hill site .
The

uncov~t"ed

quaUrats shmv greater absol u te differences in

de nsities, ranging from about 350 Haloge ton plants per sq uare
meter on the sage site to over 2300 Bassia or Halogeton plants on
the hill site .

These differences in density are probably r e lated

to numbers of seeds in soil available fo r germination and the
favorabl eness of

germination-esta~lishment

conditions on each site .

Dur ing the summer grmo1ing season the covered and uncovered

quadrats had significantly different numbers of pla nt deaths .
There "as l ittle mortality in the quadrats which had been covered ,
due, presumably, to thei r initially lo« densities .

Plants grm<ing

in the un cove red quadrats shmved substantial density declines;
in the ear ly part o f the summer the more dense stands ( as on the

hi l l site ) t hinn ed more rapidly .

In July and August the death r ate

generally diminished indicating that plants s urviving to t h is point
had a greater likelihood of maturing .
Results of analysis of variance of these data support the
major points just related .

For each time period there were

significant differences (P< 0 . 01) in de nsity due to the exclosure
treatme nt, and due to the three st udy sites .

The exclosure x

site interaction term «as also significant (P <O.Ol), indicating
that the density r esponse to the covered and uncovered treatments
was not the same on the three sites .
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Temporal changes in vegetation
T'vice in 1974, in mid-June and mid-Septembe r, and six times
ln 1975 bet\veen Hay 25 and August 31, density counts

~vere

made

at the permanent pl ots which had been spaced in a 5 x 5 m grid
on the four study sites .

These counts provide documentation of

change s in vegetation between a dry and wet year (1974, 1975) and,
for 1975, the pattern of post-e s tablishment mortality .

Year-to-year differences

Density estimates made near the beginning and end of summer

in both years are presented in Table 14 along with F values
from analys is of variance done between years for each site on
these density estimates.

The beginning sampling dates were

June 25, l971,,and June 22, 1975; the ending dates Here September
4, 1974,and August 31, 1975.

Though the dates are not exactly one

year apa rt, they are close.

The four sites exhibit different degrees of change within
and bet,.veen years.

The hill site was the most stable, shmving

no significant differences in density of Bassia or Halogeton
at the beginning or

end of either

year ~

In contrast , the fence

site was quite changeable; it had high densities of both species
in J une of 1971, and very low densities in June of 1975 , hence the
significant difference bet;,een years .

By September of 1974 , all

the Halogeton had died , and it remained essentially absent through
1975, thus there was a statistically significant difference in
density of the t wo species in September which had not been present
in

June~

Table 14 .

Overall mean densit ies of Bassia and Halogeton plants per square mete r at the begi nni ~g
and end of summe r in 1974 and 19 75 in permanent plots . Quadrats <>ere 1 dm2
There wer e
30 quadrats sampled on three of the sites; the hill site had 35 samples .
1975

1974
Pe r cen t

Site

F
Percent

F

F

Species
x Year

Bassia Halogeton Survival

Bassia Halogeton Survival

June
Septembe r

717
320

1063
323

36

1160
428

1083
574

45

0 . 14
0 . 34

June
September

1973
180

1447
0

5

63
53

3
3

85

0 .95 31.0 6''*
6. 2 7>> 1. 80

0 . 60
2 . 00

June
Sep tember

70
0

473
63

12

0
0

780
357

46

8 . 38>'<
6.55 ''

0 . 33
3 . 20

0 . 85
3 . 20

June
Sept ember

493

596

77

77

14

547
203

583
323

47

0.13
0.68

0. 01
6 . 58''

0.03
0. 68

Species Year

Hill
0 . 42
2 . 01

0 . 35
0 . 32

Fe nce

Sage

Bar e

*

z

>'<>>

z

significan t ly different at the 97 . 5 percent confidence level .
sign i f icantly different at the 99 . 9 per cent conf idence level.

....
"'
-.J
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The sage site

sho~v s

no significant difference b etlveen years

but there is a signif i cant difference i n species due to nassia ' s
near abse nce .

The y e a r a nd s pe c i es x y e a r interacti o n F v a lu e s

approac h significance ( F at p

~

.05 i s 3 .9 2) for the Septembe r date

due to t he relatively high er Halo geton density in 19 75 and Bassia ' s

continued absence .

Th e bare s ite shmve d a significant difference

in density in Septembe r of the t,;o years , the wetter 19 75

conditions al l owing more plants to survive .
Comparing per cent survival in th e two years for each s ite,
it was always greate r in 1975, probably due to the higher r a infall.

Post - establishmen t mortality
The patterns of decline in de n sity for Bassia and Ha logeton
on thr ee of the study sites during the s umme r of 1975 ar e s hown
in Figu re 24 .

It i s evident that initial de nsities are highes t

on t h e hill s ite.

Through Jun e and July plants on this site

also had the most rapid rat e of decline.

In August d ea th r ate

was about th e same for a ll of the sit es .

Th e thre e lower density

lines ( for b are and sage s ite s ) generally had quite simi lar
mo rLality t h rough the s ummer .

Th ese data were s ubmitted to statist i cal analys i s comparing
i nitial and final numbe r s of plants prese nt between sample dates
tvit h th e three sites and two plant sp ecies as treatments .

This

anal ysis s howed that th e re were significant d e n s it y diffe r ences
(P<O.OOl) betwe e n sites due, no doubt, t o t h e initially hi gh
densiti es on the hill si t e .

There was no significant di ffe rence

in dens ity of Bassia or Ha l oge ton on the si t es ,

th o u gh.
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Figure 24 .

~lean

Aug 6
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DATE

numbe r s of Bassia (0) and Halogeton (X) p l ants per squa r e meter on th r ee
diff erent sites during summe r 1975 . n ~ 30 for sage and bare sites and 35 for
hill sit e .
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The more interesting next step in t his analysis was to use

covariance techniques to remove eff ec ts of initial density
differe nces beuveen treatme nt s f or eac h o f

the sample dat es .

After

doing this , the significant difference between sites , des cr ib ed
above, disappears.

This is an indication that changes in density

betveen sample periods are d e pendent on the number of plants
initially present.

In fact, a regression analysis containing

subsets for the species, the sites, the species x site intera ct ion

and th e numbe r of plants alive a t the previous sample period
showed only the final term to be significant (F = 3, 767. 65).
A regres s ion of number of plants alive at one sample period
against number of plants present at the previous sample period
was highly significant (F
for this relationship was Y

4,068.18, r

2

= 0.90) .

The equation

0.8350 + 0 . 7571X, where Y equals

the density of live plants at on e of the sample dates and X equals
the numbe r that were alive at the previous sample date.

This

equat ion does not provide an instantaneous mortality rate, but

rather applies to the time periods between sample dates over the
summer .

The equation represents something of an average death

rate, in that covariance removed effects of initial density

difference bet,,een treatments, and all of the data "'ere us e d in
the analysis .
At the beginning and end of the grm<ing season for these
annuals , other factors such as temperature or relative humidit y
might be more important predictors of mortality .

However , during

this summer growing period, by which ti me most plant s have
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become well established or have already died due to abioU.c
stress, mortality is closely related to density.
<..; e nsi.L y -rl~.... !J cn dt2n t

This highly

<aor tallLy .i n:.pJJet> that comreti tio n for resources

is keen betueen these plant s , in that the number of deaths
occurring in the next couple of weeks can be predicted quite well

simply by knowing the numbers of plants now present.

Seed production
The final bit of informati on necessary to produce a fairly
complete picture of seed-plant dynamics through time was seed
production in 1974 and 1975.

These estimates

~<ere

regression and dimensional analysis techniques.

made u sing

For Bassia,

Halogeton and Descurainia lengths of flmvering stalks, or fruits

in Descurainia ' s case, were meas ur ed and the numbers of see ds
along that length were counted .

These data were then used to

generate a regression line for each sp ec ies u sing a stepwise

multiple regression program Hhich predicted seed number based

on inflorescence length, or a transformed variable of inflorescence
length.
For each species the equations are as follows :

Bassi a:
Halogeton:

De:sc urainia:

y

%

11.97

+ 1. 368X,

r

2

y% 3 . 891 + l. 796X, r 2
y

~

9.519

+ 8 . 901

X

% 0.98 , n

=

66

0.53, n

=

115

%

10- 5 x4, r 2

~

0.59, n

=

140

lfuere number of seeds is Y and length of fruit-bearing stalk is X (in
millimeters).

These r egress ions are highly signjficant (P< O.Ol) but

the Ba ssia equatio n predict s \Vith much narrower confidence limits.
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It tvas evid e nt \vhile me asur ing the Halo geton and Descurainia
stalks that varia bili ty was quite high.
Dy c o .Ll ...; c.: t ing ~~· hol e p lants f rom th e f i e ld , 1:1easuri.ng l c ugrhs

o f all s eed-b ea ring stalks , and applying the regression e quations
t o the data obtai ned , i t \vas possible to make e stimates of

numbers of seeds produc e d p er plant.

In the process of collecting

plants for measurement a density estimat e f or each of the f rui t ing
species \-las obtained.

of see d production

From these tt.J"o measures several est imat es

~;ere

generated .

Fig ure 25 pre sents d ata on the total numbers of seeds
produced p er s qua r e meter by a ll species in 1974 and 1975 .

It

i s appare:1t that a ll sit es h ad greate r s e e d prod u ction in
1975 tha n in 1974.

Th e bare site showed the l east change between

5
the two years , the 1975 amount of l. 88 x 10 seeds pe r square meter
was abou t 1.1, times more t h a n the amo unt produce d in 1 9 7''·

Th e

fence site sho tve d a treme ndo us differ ence between th e t tvo years,
about 5 2.5 times more see d tvas produc.:.e d per square

in 1975 than in 1974 .

m ~te r

her e

Worth re callin g h e r e is the fact tha t most

plants on t h is site d i e d wi thout producing seed in 1974.

Wi th these weedy annuals, size and seed production pe r
plant are indices of vigor.

With this i n mind, the data on per plan t

seed produc tion presente d in Figure 26 are info rll'.ative, des pite
h igh variability (coeff icient s of variation ranged from 50 to 250

percent) .

Desc ura ini.~.

and Lep idium w2re absent in 1974, but in

1975 general ly produced more seeds per plal1t than the Bassia
or Halo eet on they gre>< wit h, this like ly du e to their ea rl iness
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of seed production , enabling them to utili ze the more abundant
Nay-June soil Ha ter.
~.

In turn, t he Bassia plants which coexisted

Lth Descur:..tl11la j_n 19 75 on th e hlll and b a re s it e::>

t han in 1974.

\-.' e n~.

smaller

On these two sites 1975 was a 1wrse year for Bassia

than 1 974, e ve n thoug h rainfall

~vas

greater.

A logical inference

i s that Descurainia usurped soil Hater from Bassia causing it to
b e more stre ssed durin g summer 1975, and therefore l ess product ive.
Contrastingly, Haloget on shows little variation in seed production

per plant b etween th e tHo years , e xcept on the fence site .
The story on th e f e nce site i s again on e of dr as tic change
b etween th e two years; only small Bassia plants in 1974, but in

19 75 the plants ar e v e ry large .

This is due to the very low

de nsit ies of plants here , inter-plant distances '<·Ter e great--oft e n
a meter or two- -and the high growth potential of individuals' 'ivas

r ea lize d.
Figure 27 co nverts pe r plant seed produ ction to a dens ity
basis , comput e d ove r the area in which the vario us species occurre d.
The most striking thing is the tremendous density of seed production

by Descurainia on the hill site--nearly 650,000 seed s per square

ateter £rom this dense s t a nd .

Bass i a again s hows l mver densities of

seed production on the hill and bar e site s while Halo geton shows
hi gh e r d ensit i es .

The increase by Halogeton is not due to differences

in plant si ze but rath e r higher plant dens ities ( Table 14).
site , despite its huge plants, did not h ave tremendously h igh

dens i.ties of see d production du e to the l ow plant densities .

The fence
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DtSCCSSIO:J

Di spe r sa l, Establis hment, and Compe titive Exclusion

Questions of res t ·rict e d plant sp e cie s distributions have
often been inves tigated through study of the natural selection
proces s at differe nt life cycle stages .

The approach u sed here

and b y other authors (Sharitz and McCurndck, 1973 ; P ema d asa

a nd Love ll, l974a) consid ers that a sp ecies may not b e found in an

area due to restricted seed dispersal , seed dormancy mechanisms ,
unfavorable microenvironment for establishment, or inab ility to
~vithst and

competition from o ther membe r s of the communit y .

The data from Figures

Lf ,

5 , 7, and 8 on numbers of seeds

i n soil across the Bassia-Ha lo ge ton eco t on es , seed dispersa l,

and seed ge ·m inability, collectively indicate that r easonable
n umbers of seeds disp erse across the ecoton e and germin ate in t he
ad jace nt monospeci fie stan d .

The fairly restricted se e d disperal

results in the majority of seeds b eing depo si ted near parent
plants but th e small percentage contaminating the adjacen t vegetation
s hou ld be a nuc l eus for mutual invasion of the pure sta nds .
Friedman and Orshan (197 5) f e el that t h e s hort dispetc sal distances
of many ann uals are adaptive , in that t hey allow reoccupation of
a s i te Hhich a llmved s eed production .

But colonization of netv

habitats is also irnporta n t , particularly t..ri th seco ndary succession
in th ese tveed communities, which have short seral stages (Piemeisel,
1951).
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The data in Figur e 4 on seeds in soil i mply that seeds of

the absent species hAve not accumulated in the a dj acent vege t ation ,
s ln c e th e b e J.mv gro und seed populatl on r e f J ects the above gro und

vegetation compositio n.

The field and lab ge r minatio n s tudie s

co rrobor a t e thi s by demonst ra t in g little diffe rence in the

g e rmination be havior o f Bassi a or Halogeton.

This evidence seems

fairly stron g ; that disp e rsal and germination are not the life

cycle stages during which selection restricts the di s tribution
of Bassia or Halogeton on thes e study site s .
The n ex t g r oup of expe rime nt s on success of seedlin g es tabl ishment,

drought tol erance of the two sp ecies , and differen ces in soils,
provide substantial e vid ence toward explanation of the adjacen t
pure stands of Bassia and Haloge ton.
Eight percent, th e average est ablishme nt rat e for the seeds smvn
o nto the soil , indic a tes feh' seeds become •..1e Li..--establishcd pl an t s .
ShaLitz nnd HcCormick (1973) also found thi s for

t\w

pioneer annual

s pecies TOvhich had concave survivorship curve s, a great deal of
morta lity oc cur red at the seedling stage .

Ha rper (1965) states

that e nvironme ntal tolerance ranges in early stages of plant
g rowth are often very much narrowe r than what adult plants can
with s tand.

Thi s definitely is the case here as pre- estab lishme nt

mortality was s o much great er th a n growing season (postestablishment ) mortality.

Data f rom Table 7 indicate that of the

8 p e rcen t of s own see ds which we re es tabli s hed in Hay, 54 percent
d i e d during the growing season.

TI1us approximately 92 percent of
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of seed died by May 16, an additional 46 percent died during summer,

leaving a bout 4 pe rcent of s own seed as r e producing pl ants .
Seedli n g et:>t abli s hme 11t· s uccess \vas markedly d ifferent in the
various v egetation types as 1.8 times more Halogeton plants
became e s tablishe d than Ba ssi a (Figure 9) .

Evans and Youn g (1970)

have docume nted a similar differential establis hment success for

cheatgrass, medusahead , and seve ral broadleaf weeds in relation
to l itter depos ition.

Friedman an d Orshan (1974), however,

found that tHo allopatric varieties of Medicago lacin iata (L.) Hill.
gro-wing in I s ra e l emerg e d in comparable numbers on their dissimilar,
respective sites.

Seedling physiological tolerances, 1;-1eather, and

microsi te condi t ions all influence establishment success in the
early spring.

Cronin (196 5 ) states that sub-freezing tem pe ratures

cause little seedling mortality , but that dry periods, particularly
\Vhen a ccompa n ied by wind, are th e likely c a use of most mortality

for

H a lo geton ~

The tend e r seedling tissues can become rapidly

cless :tcated i f a 'dnd d ries the soil below the penetration depth
of th e rootlet, and death will ensue.

The numerous d ead seedlings

observed in the sown plots in Nay support this contention .
Blackburn and Skau (l97L, ) found less favorable soil conditions

associate d with vesicular soi l surface horizons which were evident
in interspac:es bet,veen coppice dunes in Nevada.

These vesicularized,

interspace areas , as in the Halogeton vege tation, had lo\ver percent
carbon, high e r pH, bulk d ens ity and perc e nt sil t.

Infiltration

rates Here lower and sediment production was higher.

These areas

inimical to plant establishme nt tend to increase when vegetative
cover is removed , and on my sites were be st colonized by

Halo geton~
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Physiological differences bet\veen the species coupled
l,Tit h hetero geneous soil surface conditions probably account for
nJu c: !J of the di f fererlt.lal esLaOll s lnncnt suc c e s::> .

fhc obvious

d iffe r ences in soil ch e mi stry shmvn in Table 9 reinforce the

inference that Bassia cannot establish as well on more extreme
sites Hhile Halo geton can .

From results of the drought tolerance

experiment (Table 8) it can be inferred that since young Bassia
plants (4-5 weeks) are less drought tolerant than those of
Ha logeton, comparable seedlings in the field might be similarly
l ess to lerant and therefore be r es trict e d to more mesic sites .
There can, hmvever, b e year to year differences in degree of

establis hment s uccess.

A very mild spring might allow Bassia

to c o lonize areas generally dominated by Halogeton.

The grm<th

chamber study using the tw o different soils showe d that afte r
initial r e pres s ion of both species on Ha logeton soil (establishment pha se ), tha t there were not drastic differences in production
on the two soils afte r 57 days growth.

Extrapolating this to

th e fi e ld s i tuation, a mild spring might provide an opportunity
f or Bassia to invade areas t..-.hich can generally only be colonized
by Haloge ton.

With successf ul reproduction the successional

trend in one or more areas might be shifted .
So, to su·mmarize , it seems the establishment phase is
critical in determining vegetation compo sitio n from one year to
the next, since so much mortality occurs at this stage .
Bassia and Halogeton have considerably

different r equi r emen ts for
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s u cce~s ful

establishmen t, Bas.Sia is re s tric ted to r elative ly

mes ic microsites but Ha loge ton can es t ablish un der ve ry
scv~r~

cvtld i ti o tl:i .

Comp e ti tion e xperi ments
The r es ults of the three experiments on competition seemed
somewha t cont radictory as wat e r ed Halogeton p lants in the
fi e ld became much larger (Figure 13) than Bassia plants , but in
t h e t\vo grnwt l-1 r.hamber st udies Bassia grown in mixed stands far
outstripped Halogeton (Fi gu res 1 5 , 16, 19 and 20).

Differe nces in density can affect comp et itive relationships;
for instance , McCmm and Hilliarns (1968) foun d that at l01o den s it ies

Erodium botrvs supp r essed Bro mus molliE, bu t at very hi gh den sities
th e situation ,.;as reversed, as Bromus prove d to be a b ette r

compet ito r for l ight.

In my expe riments , initial field den s it ies

v1ere on the order of 23 to 25 plants per s quar e decime t e r, whil e
a ll pot t ed plants in grow th chambers were at a dens ity of 36
plan ts p er sq uare decimeter pot.

This diff e rence , about 1/3 l ower

de n si ty in th e field, prob a bly i s not responsible for contrastinr,
r es ults bett-te cn field and lab experiments .

Addi tionalJy , since no measur emen ts lvere made of so il water
cont e nt in th e fie ld, the magni.tude of the difference b etwe en
fi e ld and groHth chamber water availa bilit y i s not knotm .
on e in c h

Th e

fi el d water applications infiltrat e d to a depth of about

lll to 15 em with in 24 ho urs , so roots should h a ve been able to
utili ze it.

It ' s fairly reason ab l e to inf e r

that fie ld conditions

we re significantly dri er than in either growth chamber st udy, since

numerous plant s died.

In the grm<th chambers there was considerable

wilting of Bassia from time to time , but few deaths occurred .
"P.l..J.n c roo ts Ln the grmv t h chamb (!rs we re r es tricted

Lo

t h e 15 ...:m

tall pots but in the field rooting dep th was probably consider ably
greater.
There \ve re also diff e rences in intial grm.vth conditions .

Th e spr ing of 19 74 was quite dry in Curlew Valley, so dry in f act
that few Desc urainia and Lepidium plants were able to es t abli sh , and
those that did generally died before Jun e .

In contrast , the

g r mvth ch amber experiments began ,.,ith saturated soil t o insure

survival of establishing seedlings .

The saturated soil took

several \veeks to dry to the treatment water content, \Vhich was

still probably somewhat wetter than the field conditions.
Fi eld watering did not begin until the end of June , after
plan t s h ad been growing a roun d three months; assuming ear ly April
germination.

Plants in the fir s t growth chamber study \vere grown

only four months, or t\.;ro months in the second study ..

Thus both grm;th chamber s tudies can b e characterized by wet
ini tial growth conditions and harvest after a s horter period ,

r elative to t he field expe riment .

Under these more mesic conditions

Bassia was the aggressor, able to exploit more than its "share 11
of the facto rs of the environmen t .

In the field, however, Bassia did not respond to summer moisture
additions but Halogeton did.
in

we~ght

Though t h ere was no initial di fference

of plant top s (Figure 13), Halogeton ' s greater dro ught

tole rance may have allm;e d it to make more root growth early in the
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growing seas on .

This might have enabled it to monopoli z e the

added water and account for Bassia ' s unresponsiveness .
'l'J 1·Ls

u~ j re;;po.-~:.:i\•eness

i~;

h ani to

e;.:p l. ~i!'l ,

part .ic.u l nrly .in

light of Bassia ' s rapid growt h in the growth chambe r.

It may h ave

b een that th e one inc h \..re ekly water add i tions were no t sufficie nt
to allow g rowth by Bassla; this seems unlikel y though.

Possibly

the dry earl y season resulted in a stunting which could not b e
overcome by ,,rater applied in July and August.

Beatl ey (1974)

states th at success of summer- g rmving populations of Salsola
in th e Nojave Desert is not n ecess arily enhanced by summe r rains.
Th is may b e the case wit h Bassia , \-7hose ecolog ical characteristics

are quite s i milar to Salsola .

If early season moisture is

scanty, phy s iological changes ac companying maturation may prevent
rapid vegetative growth later i.n the sea so n.

This hypothesis

i s supporte d by the data in Figure 10 on field soi l water potential
at a 12 e rn d e pth in th e Bassia vegetation type.

Hate r potential

was about -20 bars and decreased only slightly from June 20 to

August 5.

It ca n b e assume d that most rooting was b elow this

d e p t h Hhe r e \Vater potential was higher.

Even so, I observed

very little g rowth of these plants during the summer period .

This

may have b een conditione d by the lush growth of the cohabitant
Q.escurainia whose stems average d 40 to 60 em tall at maturity in

l ate June.

Desc urainia definitely usurped moisture from Bassia

"'ith its rapid growth rate .

Bassia did not grow substantially aft er
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The suppression of Haloge ton by Bassia in the f i rst (t imingproportion) gro\vth chamber study is evJdent due to Ha l ogeton ' s
d i.m i.nis h ed prod u c tion l n mixed st.: a n d r e l a t ive t o t he p ure stand

(F:lgure s 15 alld 16).

Pure stand pot s containing Halogeton were

signific ant l y more productive in this exper iment than Bassiacontaining pots .

Along the same lines, in the second g rmvth

chambe r study at lm< wate r availiablity ( Figur es 19 and 20),
and in t h e control treatment for the drought tolerance experiment
(Table 8) there were no s i gn i ficant differences in biomass for
the two species grotvn ln pur e stands.

So it seems grmvth ra tes

of tops for both spe ci e s g r ovm in pure stand are comparable ove r

the exp e rimental per i od s h ere , up to 119 days .

And the suppression

of Halogeton by Bassia in mjxe d stands t.Jas r e al.

In the soils- t..rat e ring leve ls study Halogeton was not nearly as
r e spons ive to increa s ing

19 and 20).

\v.::~. te r

avail CJ bility as was Ba s s i a

( Figures

This may have been due to the fact that on l y b iomass

of plant shoots 'tvas me asured .

The two species may h ave different

root - shoot ratios , Halogeton conce i vably putting more ener gy into
root grmvth , in keeping with its pro clivity to oc c upy harsh sites .

If th e total plant biomass h a d been harvested , perhaps Halogeton
would have shmro a greate r r esponse to wa t er .

Anoth er explanation

migh t b e that under grmvth cha mbe r condi t ions, Bassia ' s grmvth
pot ential is such th at it can rapi d ly respond to water i nc reases .

In these experime nts i t is difficult to say what the s pecific
limiting factor for growt h i s , an d \-Thy one species g rows more
rap idl y t ha n th e other under certa in con d itions.

There seemed

to be no evidences of competition for light, as neither species
c:reates a de nse canopy.

Determining competitive ability for soil

grm1th resources is d:lEf i.cult to do.

Hiron aka (19 61) investigated

r ela tive rate of root deve lopment of cheatgrass and medusahead
in hopes of explaining the replacement of the former by t he
l"tter on many Idaho ranges.
penetration rate
t\VO

years .

'i·Jas

lie found that vertical root

not significantly differen t for the species in

He could not explain med us ahead ' s competitive superiority

bas e d on di fferences in rooting or other ecological habits,
particularly since che atgrass rna tures t'ivo to three weeks ear li er
than me.dusahead .

Apparent ly thi s question is still unansv.,ered

as Dahl and Tisdale (19 75 ) characterize sites «hich favor medusah ea d
invasion but offer no explanation for the mechanism behind it s
aggress i ve habits.

Synthesis
The adjacent Bassia and Halogeton pure stands can be explained
ba sed on fairly restricted seed dtspersal, differential establishment
success due to dissimilar soil conditions , drought tolerance and
competitive interactions .

The fairly restricted seed dispersal

results in a low percentage of seeds of the invading species
entering the neighboring vegetation .

Nicrosite differences all01<ed

significantly more establishment success of one species than the
other on nearly all of the sites (Figure 9).
at t h is stage results in the

t \;10

The severe selection

species being mostly confined to

ar eas where they are likely to reproduce successfull y .

Halogeton's

establishment success was 1.8 times that of Bassia , but growing
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season mortaHty percent "as nearly t he same (Table 7) for both
spec i es, since selectlon durin g establishment had alr ea dy
cor.fJ.ned the species to s it es more favorabl e fo r th e lr grm-:th

hab lts.
Th e drought tol era nce and competition experiments demonstrated
differ e ntial respons es of the species to changing degrees of
phys ica l and biot i c s tr es s fa ct ors .

Halogeton ' s succulent tissues

enable it to survive drought but it is not as well able to respond
rapidly to freely available moi.sture as Bassja .

Co ntras tin gly,

Bnssia seems to become stunted if rnojsture is not available
ear l y; and despite its narrower ecological tol e ranc e , is the
more vigo ro us competitor if sufficient early season mois ture is
available .
Th e abruptness of the ecotone

bet~veen

the communities may

be par tly attributed to an abrupt change in so ils p:lrameters ,
but more i mportant may be modificat ·i.on of soil surface properties
by both s p ecies.
z one

11

The spec i es may tend to accentuate the " tension

bounding them .

Bassia litter enhances soi l surface proper ti es

p e rtin ent to its es tabl is hme nt by decomp osing slo":vly an d b ecoming
incorporated into th e s urfa ce so il.

The sodium- acc umulating

Halogeton l itter decomposes rapidly, caus i ng dete riorat ion of
soil surface properties, so that eventua lly it is about t h e only

s peci es Hhich can b ecome established on thes e sites.
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Seed Bud g et-Plant Demo;;raphy Studies

YO pErcen t of eac h year 1s seed prorl nct"i.on :Ls lost each sprin g
dut·ing th e seed ling establishment period.

This is assumi ng

a h :Lgh per centage of se e ds germinate and does not account for

lo sses to decay or seed consumption .
Despite this tremendous mortality den se stands of vegetation
Here present in May autl June of both study years..

Tab l es 1 and

2 indicate tha t den sities range d from about 70 plants to over 1500

plants per s quare meter, with the mean at about 800.

Densitie s

of seed l ings on California annual ranges as reported by Evans ,
Kay and Youn g (1975) and BisHell and Graham (1956) are considerably
hi gher than this--on the order of 50 , 000 pe r sq uar e meter--a s a
maxinum.

Franz , Reichman, and Van DeGraff (1973) reported

dens ities of about 55 and ll plant s per square meter for summer
and winter ann uals , respectively, in the Sonoran Desert near
Tuc s on in 1970-71 .

Ben tl ey (1967) found only one to three

na t ive annual plants p er square meter on several different areas
of the 1!cvada Test Site in the Hojave Desert in 1963.

Annual planL

den s ities can vary tremendously from year to year and regiona1ly .
On my st udy sites in 1974, mean summer p lan t surviva l, as a
p e rcentage o f plants establis h ed in spring, was 1 7 per cen t and
in 1975 it was 37 perce nt b ased on observations on permane nt
plots.

Evan s , Kay and Young (1 975) had from 0 to about 30 percent

survival success in three differen t years for al l species in
California annua l g r asslands.

Bentley (1 96 7), Tevis (1958), and
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Juhren, He nt a nd Phillips (19 56) all report variable survival

of native Mojave annuals r anging from 0 to about 75 perce nt in
d iffer e nt yea r s .

It: seems that growi.ng seas on moisture will

d etermine survival su ccess of established plants ,;vhile germination

conditions and numbers of seeds in soil will influence initial stand
density.

Gro"ing season survival is highly variable dependent

on vegetation density and climat i c conditions.

Se e d prodncLiun

The critical event influencing composition of the se annuals

communities , regardless of how many plants establish and survive ,
is seed production.

Hith annuals th e plant can be thou g h t of as

the mean s Hhereby a see d produces more seeds , the species most
successful at this task sho uld eventually gain dominance of a site .
Sharitz and NcCormick (1973) ca11 per plant seed production
reprodu c tive potential.
some~._rhat

Total seed production per unit area is

independent of p lant

density~

part i cularly t·Jith these

Heedy annuals ; a single individual may produce one seed or
up wards of 30 ,0 00.

In this study it was evtde nt (Figure 26) t h at

per plant seed production was extremely variable , but also quite
high.
Sharit z and HcCormick (1973) found for their annual, rock
outcrop, p ionee r species,

Sedu~

smallii produced 114 seeds per

plant and k!inuarttia uniflora produced 305 seeds per plant.
Seed pro duction per square meter was 4.69 x 10
r es pec t .l vely for the two species.

5

5
and 2.95 x 10 ,

Hickman ( 1975 ) studying
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~onum

found

cascadense Baker , an annual of t he Cascade Mountains,

a l on~

a gradient of decr eas i ng p h ysica l h a r s hn ess that

reprod uct i ve potential inc re ased £rom 17 to 229 seeds per plant
as the environment became more favo rable.

Seed produc tion per square

5

mete r Has hig hest (1. 7 x 10 ) n ea r the hars h end of the gra d ient as
other s pecies cohabit ated the mor e favorable sites and density of
P olygonum Has lm•er .

Ha rper (19 65 ) and Salisbury ( 1 964) have

ind"ica t e d that coloni zing species in gene ral, and particularly

annuals , have high r eproductive poten tia l .
There are some trends evident in Figures 26 and 27 on s ee d
p roduc tio n \Vhich can b e ext rap olated to infe r the successional
trend of t he s ite s .

I n 1974 seed product ion per p lant and per

square meter we re general ly lm;e r

than in 1975 .

Har e favorabl e

precipitat i on i n 19 75 allm;ed large r plants and more total seed
p rod uct ion .

The important thin g , though, i s t hat on two of th e

three sites in which it o c curred in 1975, Des curainia produced
a h igher d e nsity of seed s than t h e o t her species .

also ca used Bassia

It probably

seed production to b e dimin ished over what

it might h ave been by cohab itin g t h e sites favored by Bassia and

usurping soil moisture .

The expectation would be, confirmed by

ob se rvation s in 1976, that De scurai n ia ' s dominance of th e site
H·ould increa se .

The principles first hypo t h es ized by Piemeisel

(1 951) , that earlie r-maturi ng species would displace the late
mat uring i nitial occup ants by u s u rping soil water d efinite ly apply

h ere .

The d a ta on se e d production s upport Piemeisel ' s hypoth esis .
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Soil seed r e serves
See d of th e se spe cies fall freely from th e plant at maturity
anJ c o1ne co r est at di.. ffe r e nt lo cat ions near t h e so i l s urface
v..~hc.r e

th e y may remain f or variable lengths of time d e pendent on

their gennination require ments, favorableness of the mic:rosite

for germination , likelihood of consumption by rodents, and several
othe r parameters.

Numbers of viable seeds lying in soil are

an impo rt ant aspect of ecosystem stru c tu re for a couple of
rea sons.

Seeds are an important food source for small marrunals and

in sec ts, h e n ce influen c ing the sta bility of their populations (Re ichman,
1975).

They also provide a germi.nable reserve from which plant s

may reestablish, \oJithout additional seed production or immigration,
in th e event extant veg e tation is d e stroyed in one way or ano t her .
For these r e asons the magnitude of soil seed populations, in r elation

to y e arly s eed production and ge rmin a tion quantities, is of
interest.
Residence time of seeds in soil depends on in situ decay and
lo s s r ate of seeds , and the amount of germination taking place
annually .

Ecosys terns \<Jhose seeds have short residence time in

soil a re more likely to b e un stable , in terms of plant production ,
as a series of several years Hith little seed production might

result in few avai labl e , germinab l e seeds to generate new plan ts.
Studie s on weed seeds in agricultural soils (Hajor and Pyott,
1966; Kropac, 1966) often find very high numbers of seeds ( on
the order of 10

5

pe r square mete r) in the plowed layer but f ew

of these are germinabl e because they are deeply buried.

There is
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strong evidence to indicate that burial induces dormancy in many
sp c c ·i es and exposure to light is necessary for germination (He sson

Nnd Wa rei ng , 1969a , b ).
Thu s the dynamics of seed populations in the top few centimeters
of soi l may be considerably
depths.

different from the situation at deeper

For i.nstance, Roberts and Feast (1 972) mj.xed several

spe cies of weed seeds with soil of 2 . 5, 7 . 5 or 15 em depths and

monitored emergence and viability of weed seeds over a five year
period .

Soil was either cultivated four times a year or left

undisturbed .

Total seedling emergence from seeds incorporated

aL 2.5, 7 . 5 and 15 ern depths was 75, 65 and 54 percent,
respectively, for the cultivated treatments and 58, 36 and 21
percent for the undisr.urbed soil.

Their species shm;ved variable

rates and total amounts of emerge nce.

Decay rates of seeds

lvhich dicl not emerge were h ighest with shallmv burial and

c ultivation .

Only 6 percent of the ungerminated seeds were

recovered from this treatment.

Deeper burial and lack of soil

mi.x.i.n£ prolonged the viability of ungerminat ed seeds .

They conclude

that seed burial, even at s hallm• depths, is sufficient to depress

germination and favor

su~~ival

of viable seeds .

In a subsequent publication (Roberts and Feast, 1973) they

found exponential rates of declin e in numbers of viable but
ungerminated seeds mixed with soil to a 15 ern depth .

The mean

yearly decrease in numbers of viable seeds was rou ghly 32 and 12

percent for the cultivated and uncultivated treatments.
numbers of viable se e ds decreased relatively rapi dl y.

Thus
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Contra s tingly, Dye ( 1969) studyin g seeds in Chihuahuan
deserts of southern Ne\v Mexico concluded that geminatt,on rates
\.Jel2 1 o·,·T in relation to n umbers of se e d s in soil a11d as a r e sult
there \vere sufficient soil seeds to maintain the population 'Jit hou t

additions to the seed pool for several years.
rResults of this study indicated a ve ry low carryover of soil
seeds across more than one g rowing season.

Production of 1975

vegetation Has high ly de pend en t on 1974 seed productionl

The

data from seed exclosures, presented in Figure 23, indicate d only
about 6 percent of plant s established in Hay of 1975 were generated
from seed produced prior to 1974 .

Th e fence site , which had almost

no seed production in 1971,, had very low plant densities in 1975
(Table 1).

These r esults indicate a considerable instability in

density of vegeta tion from one year to the next due to the

depend ence of plan t production on seed produced th e previous year.
This hypothesis is also supported by soi l seed reserve
estimates (Figure 21).

The 1975 densities were about 25 p ercen t

of the 197/i densities.

This 75 percent decrease occurred in

spite of generally

0

r easonable" amounts of seed production in 1974.

The loss rate of seeds from the top 3 em of soi l here is even
more rapid than that obs erved by Roberts and Feast (197 2 , 1973).
Thf~ir

comparable , uncultivated trea·.:ment indicated about 37

percent emergence and 12 percent viability loss for a total

clecreas~

of 49 percent in soil seed numbers over one year .

U"Iy

results showed a 75 percent mea n decrease over one year in sp ite
of 1971, seed production.
considerable, though .

Losses of seed to rodents may have b een
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This r apid turnove r rate of seeds in the upper 3 em of soi l
·i_ s lik e ly du e ro a hi gh per cen tA g e ge nninatjon i.n the spri.ng.
The studies on seed ger min a tio r. (Fig ures 7 and R, Tab] e 5)

indicated a hi.gh germination percent of llassia and black Halogeton
seeds .

The Halogeton brown seeds , <•h :lch were almost the only variety

found in th e soil seed sample-::, definitely seem to be the more stable
seed reserve, probably due to their more complex germina tion

behavior (Cro nin, 1965).

Due to lack of disturbance it is unlikely

that many seeds would become buried very deeply on this site, and
the slow spring snovn!lelt with gradually warming temperatures

seems likely to creat e very favorable germination conditions .
Year to year climatic difference s influe nce the p ortion of the

total seed pool \<.'hich germinates4

Heather conditions in any one

year may favo r germination of one species more than another.

Seed budget-plant plas ticity

Combining the estimates of total seed production and total
seed reserves for 1974 and 1975 , a contrasting pictttre of seedplant dynamics becomes evident for the fence and hill sites
over the study period.

Figures 28 an d 29 present these synthesized

data for the fence and hill sites, r espective ly.

Seed production

and germination and othe r losses of seeds have been represented as
si ngle events across the time sca l e .

The inflowing arrmvs

represent seed production from r eproduct ive plants.
Starting «ith not greatly different densi ites of seeds in
soil in summer 197lo ( 2 . 73 x 10

4

vs 9 .1 6 x 1 0

3

per square meter) th e
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t\vO sites have tremendously different aGlount s of seed production

( 5 . 5 x 10
sll~s ,

3

v s 1.15 x 10

res~ccti v c ly)

5

seeds p e r sq••are me ter, fenc e and hill

at the end o f cite growing seaso11 s inc e

pla nts on the fe nce site died.

mo ~t

Thus at th e end o f 1974 th e re

'"er e roughl y 3 . 8 times more seeds avai lable for germinat ion
in 1975 on the hill site.
This indic ates the importance of each year 's seed crop to

th e level of s o i l seed r e serves, s ince ther e is little carryover
see d in soil relative to the amouat ,,hich might be produce d each
year.

Seed production on the hill site in 1974

~<as

1 2 . 5 times

greater than the den sity of seeds in soil, while on the fence
site it ,.,-,as only two-te nths of th e number of reserve soil seeds.

Similar co mparis ons of this sort can be made from Figures 21
and 25 on seed reserves and se e d production .

Seed production is

roug hly 10 to 100 U.mes mo r e tha n numbers o f r ese rve seeds in soil.
The pe rce ntage loss of soil seeds by summer , 1975, tvas

approximately the same for the two sites, a 92 percent loss on
the fence site and a 96 percent lo ss on the hill site.

The

as s umption he re is that most of this loss was due to germination .

Des pite nearly equal percentage los ses , the absolute numbers
los t per squa re meter we re greatly different on the two si tes:
3.03 x 10

4

on the fence site and 1.19 x 10

5

on the hill site.

Rou ghly 3.9 times more seeds were lost from s oil on the hill site.

As a result many more plants were es tablished on this site in May,
1975 (Table l).
Since 1975 was a fairly favorable precipi tation year the few
plants established on the fence site did very well, and due to
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their plast icity and tr emendou s grmvth potential became very large .

ConLrastjngly, o n th e hill si te plants grow ing in conside rab ly
clet1t>U.r stands su tfe rcd under a greater de gree of compcLition , c. nd

consequently \..;ere muc h smaller than tho se on the fence site

( Figure 26 ).

Despite these di fferences i n pl ant size , seed

product i on per unit area in 1975 was not great ly diff eren t on the
two sites (F igure 25).

Figure s 28 a nd 29 ind icate that a t th e

end of th e 1975 growing season density of soi l seeds on the fence
s ite was 76 pe r cent as g r eat as on the hil l site whereas at the

end of the 1974 sea so n th ey ha d bee n only 26 pe rcent as great .
The nea r failure of the 1974 seed crop on the fence site
affected density o f the 1975 vege tation but due to redu ced
competit io n and plant plasticity the 1975 seed crop was nearly
the same as on the hill site , which had a "normal" amount of

see d p rod uction in 1974.

Thus plant plasticity served a homeostati c

function on th e fenc e site re s ulting in a high amo un t of 1975
seed production whi c h might no t have been expected based on the

number o f plant s growing on t h e sit e in spr ing, 1975.
Plant s i ze doe s have implications for the successional tre nd

of a s it e .

A single plant establish ed on a lm" dens ity site

can b e come very l a r ge and make a mu c h greater proportionate
cont r ibution to the year ' s seed produc tion than if it ha d been

es t a blished on a hi gh density s ite .

It s impo r tance in t he

s ub sequent year's vege tation would likely be greater, due to
g reate r r e pres e ntation in th e so i l seed pool .

Rate of

vegetation c hange could be more rapid in low density stands with
large plan ts ; the impact of a s ingle invade r cou ld be muc h gr ea ter.
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Plant size has an additional impact on site deve lopment
thro ug h t h e man ne r in whi c h li t ter is d e posi te d .

Small plan ts

u nderg o deco mp osi t io n mo r e r ap Ldly du e to t hei r s mal ler stem

dia met er an d th e fa c t tha t t hey r.1ore eas ily b e come presse d
a ga i n s t the soil surface by winter s nows .

The y mor e rapidly

prov ide a positive increme nt of orgariic material to the soil

surfa c e,

~1hile

large plants (man y plants in 1975 we re more tha n

a me t e r tall and mor e than 40 ern in diame ter) tend to r emain
e rec t , lvi thholding the ir organi c material above the soil .

One of the major factors controllin g succession in
thes e 1.veedy cormnunities i s deg r e e of microsite developme nt , \Vhich

mainly progress es by de pos ition of litt e r (Piemeise l, 195 1;
Evan s an d Young, 1970) .

Dense stand s ,;ill generate uniform litter

d e po s ition whil e sp a r se stand s with lar ge p l ants ,.,ill produc e

islands o f shad e and litt e r.

Pla nts growi ng in 19 76 on the

fenc e s it e und e r remnant s of the large 1975 plants were observed
to b e s i gnificantly lal-ge r and more vigorous than those grmving
in mor e e xposed lo ca tions.

Pioneering-ColunL~dng

Ability

As jus t discussed , the amount of l itter deposition on a
sit e plays an important role in determining Hhich of several
annua l sp e cies can establish th e re .

The e stablishment phase

is critical in de termining community composition and several
authors (Evans and Young, 1970 , 1972b; Piemeise l, 1951) have
demon s trat e d that spe cies higher in the successional sequence
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of these v1eed communitie s require more favorable microsite

condi. ti on s f or establ i shmen t.

Dist urbance and tr amp lin g tend

to res ult in a flat , barren soil surfac e which dri e s out rapidly
an d is subject to extreme temperature fluctuations .

co l onizing spe cies can occupy t hese extr eme si tes.

Only b etter

Sinc e the

Validation Sit e Has fenced in 19 73 there has b een minimal disturbance

an d t he sere ha s b een progressing ,

The earl iest coloniz e rs of th is site, Bassia, Haloge to n , and
Russian thistle, in t he Ch e nopodiaceae, produc e their seeds in
fa ll a ft er g rmJing thr ough the lon g s ummer dry period.

Their

ab il ity to '"ithstand the drou g h t may b e correla ted with their
a b ility to es t ab lish on ext r eme sites.

That is, a h ypo th e ti ca l

species abl e to establish unde r extreme c onditions , bu t not able
to l.vithstand summer dro u g ht, \.Jo uld event u a lly b e r est ricte d to

s ites where i t c ould estab li sh and r e produc e .

These sp ecies are

s uc cessf ul establishing und er ex treme conditions and can also
withstand the dry summer.
In 1975, Halogeto n establi shed about 1. 8 times more plan ts
from sown seed than d i d Bass ia.

It s greater success in establishment

indica te s its b e tter colonizing ability.

It also produce s two

kinds of seeds which have diff e rent germination requireme nts,
e nabling it to o c cupy a wid e r range of sites .

Bassia , on the

other hand, tva s restricted to more mesic microsite s and is considerably
less d r oug ht tole ra nt than Halogeton.
s howed, though,

The competition experiments

that Bassia is capable of making more r apid grm<t h

a nd seems to re s ume growth faster after being droughted ( Table 8 ).
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Regular fall emergence of Ba ssia Has observed but Cronin
(personal communication) has observed little Haloge ton fall
emerL;ence ; I

ol.J ~-;er vi:! d

none .

Ba s sia 1 :; f all eme rgenc e ls sometvhat

akin to the early growth habits of secondary colonizers de sc ribed
by Pi emeise l

(Fig ure 2) .

Thus it seems Halogeton is the more

persistent colonizer on extreme sites; Bassia requires more
mesic conditions, but makes more rapid growth \vhen water is

available , and outcompetes Halogeton .
Further along this continuum of colonizing ability,
Descurainia and Lepidium, in the
et al.

Cruciferae, appe a r .

Evans

(1970) found that germination of both species after about

50 hours at 20"C at -8 bars in polyethylene glycol was only
16 percent.

Halogeton and Bassia had Hell over 75 percent

germination under comparable conditions in my study.

They also

found a very rapid and high p e rcentage emergence of Lepidium from

surface soil , when thinly covered, and in loam soil when
buried 1 em deep.
much more specific.

Descuriania ' s requirements for emergence were
It had poor emergence

~o~hen

sown on the soil

surface and when buried 1 em de e p , but had better emergence when
covered '..Jith a thin layer of soil .
much slO\;er than Lepidium ' s.

Its emergence rat e was

No directly comparable studies have

be e n conducted for Bassia and Halogeton, b ut observations lead
me to believe they would estab l ish more rapidly and under a wider

range of condjtions than Descurainia ..
Young and Evans (1973 ) also s h owed these species have

mucil agin ous seed coat s \vhich serve to retain

~vater

which has
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bee n imbib e d, by providing a shie ld against mo is ture vapor lo ss
and which s hould i mprove their ctbility to ge rminate under dry
conditions .

Bassi a and Halogecon lack s uch an adaption , bu t

do not need it as they can zermina te VJell under extreme ly dry
conditions .

Des pite their narrower tole ranc e ranges for gemination and

establishment , Descurainia and

~dium

eventually will displace

Haloge ton and Bassia on sites which become suffic i ently developed
t o mee t their establishment requirements .
flower in th e spring
flow ering s pec i es.

This is because they

and usurp soil moisture from the later
Th ey , in turn are often displaced by cheatgrass ,

if dis t ur bance i.s withh eld for a long e nough period.

Comparisons

~vith

Noj ave Dese rt Annuals

Jt is also of interest to compa r e th e reproductive strategie s
of t hese gene rally exotic (Desc ura inia plnnata is a native plant),
weedy s pe ci.es Hith communities of annuals from the Nojave Desert,

whic h a r e composed mai nly of native pl ants .

Hilcott (1973) has

gleaned the major conclusions from many papers on Nojave annuals,

mainly f rom the work of Juhre n, Tevis, \Vent, Phillips, and Beatle y.
Sev eral i nt eresting point s of comparison will be made .

[ in both dese rts spatial and temporal patterns of annuals
di s tribution are h ighly variabl e ; in the Mojave th ey depend on
r a infa ll.

In Curlew Vall ey species d istribution and density

pat te rn s are mostly dependent on heterogeniety in soil surface
conditions pertinen t to each species" es tablishment , and d ensities

of seeds in soil available for germination .
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\ In the Mojave, unl ess rains of 25 mm or more f all , no
g e r min a tion 'tvlll o c cur.
i./alley .::ts

~vlnter

This i s not important in Curl e \v

sno ,..ts usua l ly provid e p l e n ty of '-:l at er for

ger mi nation , but I think these annuals can eme rge on less t h an
25 mm rainfall.

Flowering time of many Mojave spec i es is variable, if moisture
i s ab undant th e y will grmv vegetatively longe r ; if mois ture is
sc a nt,

they will flower ear lie r.

not this way at

all ~

The Curlew Va lley annua ls are

their phenologic pro gressi on is very ri gid ,

varyin g r e l atively l ittle r ega rdless of soil moisture sta tu s.
Controls on germination \vere more important in controlling
pla nt numb e r s t h an was density- d e pendent mortality for Ho jave
spe c ies .

Only 10-25 percent of total viable soil

germinate after substantial ra ins .

seeds would

This is definitely n o t the

c ase 'tvi th th e e x otic annuals as g e rmination is almost total (mo re
t h an 90 percent) for llassia and Halogeton in the spring.

Den sity-

dep e ndent mortality during th e summer is the major factor
controlling plant numbers duri ng th e growi n g season (Figu re 21,) .
Tevis (1958) vas able to induce conside rable germination
of annua l s d ur ing the summe r and fall b y sprinkling less than
an inch of J;vatcr at p e riodic int erva ls.

Th e result from my

applicat ions of \Vater in summer was almost no germinatio n .
Beatley (1 971, ) also intimates th e unresponsive ness o f Salsola
to s umme r moisture.
It seems t h at growt h and r eprod u c tive st r ategies of annuals
in th e s e two deserts are quite di fferent .

This is partly due to
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the grea t er aridity o f the Hojave Desert but also due to the fact
that the annuals th ere are native and have evo lved 'tvith th e
ecosys LeJ7t.

The impress Lon one gets fro m the above compa r j sons

is that the Hojave annuals are much more finely tun e d and r esponsive
to th ei r environment , whi l e the Curlew Vall e y annuals are programmed ,
and not closely adapted to their ecosystem.

The result is that

the exoti cs suffer a g r eater degree of mortality , at the seedling
s tage an d probably during the grm·Ting se ason as \<ell.

They are

ab l e to compensate for this «astage through t h e ir weedy habits;
plasticity allmvs a tremendous reproductive potential .

The

Mojave plants, on th e other hand, are more conservative ; germination

requirements are more precis e and growth pot en tial , even under
ideal conditions , is probably not as great.
Finally, s tab i l ity of the two ecosystems dep e nds on different

factors .

Annuals of the Hojav e De sert are an inte gra l part of

the eoos)l'stem .

They coexist tvith the perennial vegetation , tappi ng

a stable portion of the environment unused by the perennials.
The exotic annuals , however , thrive on disturbance .

They grow

\-Jhere the perennia l s have been trampled , overgrazed or otherwise
disturbed and do not compete wel l in the pristine sagebrushbunchgrass association .

Their niche has been created by man ' s

activities.
Consequently , their high rep r oductive potential, lack of
ge rRin atio n inhibition and rigid ph enologic schedule make them
successful in the h abitats th ey occ upy .

Th ey h ave coevo lved

with distu rbed habitats which are, by definition , changeable.
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Their general-purpose genotypes are successful in these open

habitats, but rather than competing Hith the perennials Hhich
cv~n tu ally

recolonize, they a r e displaced to anoth e r d isturbed

lo ca tion.

Disturbance is the only real requirement for insuring

thei r persist ence .
Speculation on Year-to-Year and Longer Term

Trends
Fencing this site in 1973 changed the course and rate of
succession in this annual s community by preventing livestock grazing.

The in it lal disturb a nce which killed the sagebrush was probably
at least 10 years ago as the \voody stems are nmv mostly decomposed.
Continued lm..1 level grazin g disturbance kept this site dominated
by the most hardy colonizer, Halogeton, \-lith sca tt e red patches

of Bassia, Scllsola,

Descur~_inia_

and Lepidium through 1974.

At that time , micro site conditions "tvere s till too ext reme
to allow much of any other species besid es Halogeton to b ecome

es tahlished.
The high amounts of sodi um in many areas, bo t h at the soil

surface and through the profile, due to the proximity of the Grea t
Salt Lake and Halogeton's presenc e , adversely affected soil
physical properties, diminishing establishment success of the
higher successional species.

From year to year the establishment

suc cess of all species "t.;rould vary, dependent on th e amount of
spring soil moisture and the microsite conditions wherever

micht be .

Density of seedling establishment and climatic

seeds
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favorability wou ld determi n e t h e amount of t hin ning du ri n g th e
summe r, plant size , and seed production per plant .

s c. edJ ing de ns i ty .

Follmving po or see d production y ears , lmver

plant densities might b e expected; fo l lm;ing h igh seed pr odu c t ion
y ears , highe r plan t densities mi ght b e found , o the r condit ions

b e in g equal.
I t does not nec e ssar ily fo ll ow that h igh p l ant density
leads to h igh seed product i o n.

Hith mo re intense competi t ion

in a high dens ity stand , per plant , and often t o ta l, seed production
\.Ji.ll be lmv e r .

Because of t h is, thes e communit i es are s ubje ct

to wide flucutations in population numbers .
an example of t h is .

The fence si t e i s

In 1974 it h a d h i ghest June plant densities

of any o f t h e sites ( Table 1), b u t co ndi tions we r e so se vere
and competition f o r limited resources was so great that nearly

all of the plants d ied .

I n 19 75 , dens i ties wer e mu ch lowe r and

t h e few l a r ge plants produced abundant seed so that i n 19 76
the plant density observed was consi de r ably h ighe r.
I n t h is fas hion t h e community pe rp e tuated it self pr i or t o
fenci ng t h e site ; Ha l ogeton ,.,as gener all y t he domi nant , bu t
var iable amounts of the ot her species \.Je r e pr esent, dep e nden t on

seed ava ilabilit y , microsi t e cond ition s an d g r az ing ( Ke n nedy ,
l927, st a tes Bass i a is q uite palatable and nut ri tious ).
Fe nc i n g t h e s it e h as d i s c on ti nue d essen t i a lly a ll disturbance
and dead p l ant ;naterials a r e b eginning to accumul ate on t h e s i te ,
ame lio r a ti ng ext r eme c ond itio ns a t th e soil s urf ace .

The
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accumulations of litt er should, within a f eH years, allmv th e
higher s ucc essional spec ies to increase in dominan ce .

Ob servations

in 1976 gav e a n impr es sion th a t Bassia \Vas becoming mor e a bu ndan t
relative to Halogeton.

Lepid ium and Desc urainia also seem to have

more s ub s tantial popul a tions on the site then they did in the
t\vO study years .

Ch eatg rass and th e perennial bun c hg rass Si tan ion

hystrix are als o on the increase .
Th ese definite changes in community composition may be due

to 1976 be ing a partic ularly favorable year for th e h igher
s ucceo sional species.

More likely they are due to the continued

lack of disturb an ce::- de v e lopme nt of the site, and species ecological
toleran ces ..
If the site r emains und isturbed , processes of secondary
s ucc ession should lead to dominance by cheatgrass and _Sitanion,
J;Vith event u al recoloni za tion by perennial shrubs in a similar

manner as h as b e en reporte d by Hironaka and Ti s dale (1963).

The

rate of site d eve lopment and r ec oloni zat ion , though, may be
s omewh at slmver re lati ve to th e ir sit e , due to the high sodium

con tent of Curlew Valley soils.
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SUM}L\RY AND l. OiiCLUSIONS

Investiga tions were conducted in ttvo contrasting precipitation

years on a community composed solely of annual plants in a disturbed
area of the salt de sert shrub zone in northern Utah.

1974 was dry

and fairly unfavorable for annual plant growth while 1975 was a more
normal precipitation year.

The studies centered around factors influ-

encing distribution of the two dominant, nonnative species, Halogeton
glomeratu s

and

Bass~

hyssopifolia, w·hich \ver e often found grmving

in adjacent pure stands. Additional studies involved estimating densities

of seeds or plants of a ll annuals present at several life cycle
stages during the st udy period.

Vegetation dynamics of annual cor.unun-

iti.es are c ontrolled by numbers of seeds present f or each species

th rough t ime , since se e d iS the sole means whereby annuals can regenerate .
Changes in densities of seeds or plants were related to changes in
community composition.
These studies on b as ic ecological factors influencing distribution
a nd abundance of annual plant species are of

interest since they provide

a better unde r s tanding of the parameters important in determining
co~~unity

structure.

This information can be useful in range improvement

practic es which convert these relatively undesirable annual
communities to reliable , forag e producing, perennial bunchgrass

stands.

Foreknowledge of the possible community response to manip-

ulation can allovJ more precise prediction of the outcome , which
should increas e the chances of successful range improvement projects.
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The major findings and conclusions are as follo·ws:
1.

Vegetation density is extremely chan g eable from one y ear to

unotheJ: - -du e t o its dependeuce un Li1e amount of pr ev ious year's seed production and favorableness of spring germination-est a blish ment conditions .

2.

Species composition is also changeable, dependent on Hhether

or not seed of all species present can germinate and establish in any
year.

Conrrnunity composition can change relatively rapidly over a

several year period due to the short residence time of seeds in soil
and th e rate at which the extreme microenvironmental conditions are

being ameliorated on this exclosure site, allmving invasion of

higher successional annuals.
3.

Reserves of annuals seeds in the top 3cm of soil in mid-

summer are on the order of 10 3 to 10 4 per square meter and decreased
about 10 fold over one year on a site that had scant seed production
in 1974.

Yearly seed production (104 to L>xi0 5 seeds per square meter)

can be 10 to 100 times the reserves of seeds in soil
4.

Fall-produced seeds generally don't move very far from

parent plants, probably only ttm to three percent disperse farther
than a couple of meters .

5.

There were no major differences in germination behavior of

Bassia or black Halogeton seeds in field or laboratory situations.
Both species germinated better in sodium chloride than polyethylene
glycol solutions.

After 97 hours about 75 percent of both species seeds

had germinated in sodium chloride solutions of -15 bars Hater potential.
6.

Only eight percent of 19 , 000 seeds smm into marked quadrats

became established and survived until mid-Nay.

Soil surface micro-

environmental conditions and plant phys io logical tolerances resulted
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in significant ly greater establishment success of one species than

the other for nearly all sites examined.

7.

Overall, 1.8 times more

Yo ung Haloge ton plants were sub s t a ntially more drought

tolerant than Bassia plants, 87 percent survived a longer, more

severe drought than one Hhich resulted in total mortality of Bassia
plants.

After being droughted, the surviving Bassia plants seemed

more resilient in their resumption of grm•th as they Here significantly
larger than Halogeton plants by time of harvest.

8.

Soil surface physical and chemical properties were strikingly

different in the sites supporting Bassia or Halogeton vegetation.
Halogeton soils were sadie, had a higher bulk density, and lower
percent organic carbon; all of which served to make the surface a

relatively harsh site for establishment of Bassia and other plant species.
Soil \Vater potential during summer t:vas significant ly lmver and temp-

erature was significantly higher in this soil than in the soil supporting
Bass i a vegetation.

9.

In grmvth chamber competition experiments, Bassia suppressed

Halogeton under all conditions.

An eight day differential in time of

growth initiation had little effect on per plant biomass of either
species when grown in mixed stands for 119 days.
responsive to increasing water availability.

Bassia was more

Early on, both species.

made better growth on the Bassia soil but differences in per plant
biomass became less pronounced with time on the ttvo different soils.

10.

~assia

and Halogeton growing in the field in naturally

mixed stands had comparable biomass and rates of density decline during
the 1974 groHing season.

With weekly water supplementation beginning
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near the end of June, only Halogeton plant s r es pond ed with bi omass
increases a nd l essened rates of dens ity decline .
that .Bassla may becom2. stunted ii it

doe~

It is hyp o thesized

not receive suff ici ent

mo isture early in the growing season.

11.

Attrition r ates Hithout seed r eservoir r ep l enishmen t in the

t op 3cm of soil were 70 to 90 pe rcent ove r a one year period in
which certain species ha d no seed produc t ion .

These losses were due

to seed germination, d ecay , and consumption .

12.

Only about six percent of plants which b ecame established

in 1975 were generat ed by seed produced prior to 1974.

This was due

to a lack of germination inhibition, which r esulted in a hi gh
percentage germination of each year's seed produ ction.

13 .

Hortality during the 1975 summer was high ly density-d ependent.

Th e e qua tion Y

=

0.8 350 + 0.7571X (r-square = 0.90) was a predicato r of

density of plants a l ive at sample da te Y based on density of live
plants at th e pr evi ous sample date X.
14 .

Total seed production per square me ter was higher on a ll

of the sites in 1975 than in 1974 .

Generally , the early-summer

maturing Descurain i a produced the highest numbers of seeds per plant

i n 1975 .

Bassia pla nt s vhich cohabi t ed t he Desc urainia sites were

smaller in 197 5 than th ey had been in 1974, possibly because Descurainia
caused th em to b ecome stunted by preempting available soil wa t er .
15.

On one s ite lvhich had very little seed produc tion in 19 74 ,

vege tation dens ity in 1975 \Vas very low.

The few plants grmving there

responded plas tically to the lmv densit y and became ve ry l arg e , so
that 1975 s eed production on this si t e >Ias not much different from
a r eas

~<hich

had a cons ider able amount of seed produc tion in 1974 .
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Plan t plasticity served a homeos t atic function allowing this site
to reple nish its seed reserves despite the previous year ' s seed

Overall , thes e .studies contribute to an understanding of major

factors influencing distribution of Bassia and Halogeton on this
site with regard t o seed di spersal , seedling establishmen t success
and drought tolerance commensurate with soil physical and chemical
differences , and comp e titive interactions between the t wo species .
Ir: t;vas found that the establi shment

vegetation composition.

pha ~e

was critical in determining

Abundance of plants in any year is highly

dependent on the pr evious year's seed produc tion and favorableness of
spring germination-establishment condit i ons .

Amount of grow·ing season

mortality and number of seeds prod uced per plant is mainly determined
by the availability of soil water and the der:s i t y of plants which
become estab lis hed .

Succ ession in thi s ecosystem de pend s on amelioration

o f surface microenvironmental extremes , generally brought about by

l a ck of disturbance and litter deposition.

Through time , if disturbance

is wi thhe ld, the rapid growing , ea rly-maturing annuals will disp l ace
the present late-maturing dominant occ upants.
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Appendix A
Spectr um of Radiation Int ensity in the Sherer- Gillette Grol<th
Chamber in the Ultraviolet Range from 280-400 Nanometers .
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Append i x A.

Spec trum o f r a di a tion intens ity in the Sherer-Gillc tte
g r m;th chambe r i n the ultra violet ran p;e from 28'1·-1;0!1
nanome t e rs.
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Appendi x B
Descrip t ions of Soil Pr of ile s Und er Bas s ia and Halogeton Vegeta tion
on the Hi ll Si te.
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Soil Profile - Bassia Vegetation

Horizon

Thickness ( em)

. 5- 0 em

Des c ript ion

Plant l itter , decomposing organic
materia l.

0-6 em

Li ght brownis h gcay ( 2 .5 Y6/2) s ilt
loam, dark brown (10YR3/3) moist;
modera te fine s ub a ngul ar blocky
structure, br eaking to moderate ,
fin e granular; soft, very friable,

slightly sti cky , plastic; abundant
f ine root s , incorporation of plant

debr is , moderately calcareous Hith
many sma ll vesicular pores 1-2 mm

di ameter .

6-30 em

Li ght brownish gray ( 2 . 5Y6/ 2) silt
lo am , brown (l0YR4/3) mois t; weak
very fine platy st ructure breakin g
to moder ate , fin e granular;

slightly ha rd, friabl e , slightly
sticky , plastic; frequ e nt fine
r oots , mode rately c alcareous

oc casional fi ne (l- 2 mm) pores .

cca

30-60 em

Light g r ay (2.5Y7/2) heavy silt
loam , grayish brown (2 . 5Y5 / 2) moist ;
mode ra te medium s ubangular block
structure ; hard, firm, sticky ,
pl as tic; occasional r oots , fet.;r pores ,

extremely calcareous .
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~H~o~r~i~z~.o~n~-------·~r~h~i~c~k~n~e~s~s~~(~c~m~)____~Descri,~t~i~o~------------------------

0-3 em

Light gray (10YR7 /2) silt loam ,
grayish brmm (lOYRS/ 2) moist;
moderate to weak fine platy st ru cture ;

slightly hard, friable, slightly
sticky and plastic ; abundant
coarse and fine roots, moderately
calcareous, ,.n_ th abundant vesicular

pores (l-3 rum diameter) interlayered
between platy structure.

3-1 0 em

Quite similar to above but more

compact as th e ves i c ul ar pores
become much l ess f requent and

finally are completely absent.
10-36 em

Light gray (lOYR7/2) silt loam,
grayish brmm (lOYRS/2) moist;
moderate coarse platy s tructure ;

hard, firm, slightly sticky and
plastic; moderately calca r eous ,
many roots.

cca

36-60 em

1-lhite (10YR8 /l) silt loam, yellm;ish
brown ( lOYRS / 1,) moist; mod erate ly
medi um subangular blocky structure;

slightly hard, friable, slightly
sticky , plastic; moderately
calcareou s, fr eq uent roo ts.
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